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Chemical genomic profiling to identify intracellular targets of

protein kinase inhibitors

Chi-yun Charles Kung

2///-
Kevan M. Shokat, Ph.D.

Abstract

Protein phosphorylation catalyzed by protein kinases is a major mechanism by which

cells transmit signals within cells. Over the past decade, significant efforts have been

devoted to identifying potent and highly selective inhibitors of kinases associated with

disease. Specific kinase inhibitors would also serve as powerful chemical tools to probe

cellular signaling in a temporal and spatially controlled manner.

Due to the large size of the protein kinase superfamily and the fact that most kinase

inhibitors bind in the highly conserved ATP-binding pocket, such inhibitors have proven to

be difficult to identify. Thus, the inhibitors used as chemical tools to probe the often poorly

understood roles of kinases in signaling pathways are paradoxically themselves of

incompletely characterized specificity, and are widely acknowledged to inhibit multiple

kinases within the cell (“multiplex” inhibition). One important question that must be

answered is whether kinase inhibitors exert their cellular effects because of, or in spite of,

this lack of specificity.

Here, we have used and developed chemical genetic tools to address these critical

scientific questions. We describe the chemical genetic analysis of protein kinases as a

general route towards kinase inhibition biomarker discovery and as a tool for discovery of

novel functions of protein kinases. We have also adapted these chemical genetic tools in



combination with whole-genome microarray profiling into a screen that can be used to assess

the precise cellular targets of protein kinase inhibitors. We show that the cellular responses

elicited in S. cerevisiae by the cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor GW400426 are the result of

supra-additive effects of simultaneous inhibition of two CDKs, Cdk1 and Pho85. We also

show that the CDK inhibitor GW297361 acts as a specific inhibitor of Pho&5 despite a much

greater in vitro potency against Cdk1 due to a difference in the intrinsic response thresholds

of the signaling pathways controlled by these two kinases. Finally, we describe a novel

chemical genetic strategy to enable the rapid sensitization of protein kinases to irreversible

inhibition using an electrophilic small molecule inhibitor.
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1.1 Kinase inhibitor target specificity

Protein phosphorylation catalyzed by protein kinases is a major mechanism by which

cells transmit signals within cells. Protein kinase inhibitors have emerged as promising

therapeutic molecules for the treatment of a number of diseases including cancer and

asthma(1). Over the past decade, significant efforts have been devoted to identifying potent

and highly selective inhibitors of kinases associated with disease. Specific kinase inhibitors

would also serve as powerful chemical tools to probe cellular signaling in a temporal and

spatially controlled manner.

Due to the large size of the protein kinase superfamily and the fact that most kinase

inhibitors bind in the highly conserved ATP-binding pocket, such inhibitors have proven to

be difficult to identify even with technologies such as combinatorial synthesis, structure

based design, and high-throughput screening(2-4). Thus, it is widely accepted that even the

most specific kinase inhibitors suppress other kinases besides the intended target

(“multiplex” inhibition).

The central question that remains to be answered is whether kinase inhibitors achieve

their therapeutic effects because of, or in spite of, their lack of specificity. The traditional

model of targeted therapeutics ascribes to pharmacological agents that are as close to

monospecific as possible to avoid detrimental side effects. However, the prominence of

kinases as key nodes in convergent signal transduction pathways in processes such as

angiogenesis(5) and ErbB-driven cancers(6) suggests that inhibition of multiple pathways

may be preferable, or even necessary, to block aberrant signaling. Because the answer to this

question is likely to be different when considering different inhibitor and disease



combinations, a key challenge in the development of these molecules as molecular

therapeutics is to assess their true spectrum of cellular targets.

Likewise, the inhibitors used as chemical tools to probe the often poorly understood

roles of kinases in signaling pathways are themselves of incompletely characterized

specificity. Clearly, having confidence in the cellular target specificity of these agents is

necessary to draw conclusions about the pathways being probed.

The standard biochemical approach to address this problem relies on specificity

screens using in vitro inhibition assays against panels of purified kinases(7). It is not yet

possible to biochemically assay every kinase in the genome, although this challenge is being

undertaken by a number of groups using technologies such as protein arrays(8). In a

complementary approach, bead-immobilized kinase inhibitors have been used as reagents to

affinity-purify putative inhibitor targets from cell lysates. Using this strategy, Gray and

coworkers have identified targets of the CDK inhibitor purvalanol (9, 10). A group at

Axxima Pharmaceuticals has further refined the technology to identify kinases that bind to

the p38 MAP kinase inhibitor SB203580(11). In both cases, the authors identify additional

targets besides the known targets of these inhibitors and verify that inhibition of these kinases

occurs in intact cells. Specifically, purvalanol was found to inhibit p42 and p44 MAP

kinases and SB203580 was found to inhibit the kinase RICK. Both groups also identify non

kinase proteins that may be relevant targets of the inhibitor, highlighting a potentially

important advantage of this approach over kinase inhibition assays.

A number of groups have addressed the problem of drug target identification using

genetics-based approaches, with the design of elegant genome-wide screening strategies in

the model organism S. cerevisiae. In a haplo-insufficiency profiling (HIP) approach, a

i;:*--#5*-.3:
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library of diploid yeast strains with heterozygous deletions of each gene is screened for drug

sensitivity either in a single culture with a competitive growth assay(12, 13) or by screening

the 6000+ strains in parallel(14). The utility of a HIP screen is predicated on a gene dosage

effect; the drug is able to preferentially inhibit the growth of the strain that contains only one

copy of the gene for its target. This approach has now been used to identify candidate targets

for a large number of chemical agents, such as methotrexate, 5-fluorouracil, molsidomine,

and dihydromotuporamine C. In a genome-wide synthetic lethal screen(15), a drug is

screened at a concentration that is normally sublethal against a library of haploid yeast strains

with individual gene deletions. Deleted genes that result in increased drug sensitivity might

be potential direct drug targets or genes that are involved in the same cellular pathways as the

drug target. Synthetic lethal screens on molecules such as rapamycin and fluconazole,

besides representing a technical tour de force, have identified targets consistent with the

known mechanisms of action. In another approach, and one that has recently been applied to

kinase inhibitors, the yeast 3-hybrid screening system was adapted to identify putative targets

of several CDK inhibitors(16). Unlike the genetic screens described above, 3-hybrid

screening in principle detects only direct interactions between an inhibitor and protein

binding partners. Using this system, a number of targets of the CDK inhibitor purvalanol

were identified. Interestingly, this screen resulted in the identification of both overlapping

and divergent targets compared to the affinity-purification study by Gray and colleagues

described above.

One important limitation common to all these strategies is not so much in target

identification but instead in target validation. Biochemical strategies are not carried out in

intact cells, while genetic screens rely on indirect readouts such as cell growth to identify

ºº –



binding interactions. Thus, detection of the binding interaction between an inhibitor and its

target(s) is by necessity decoupled from the process of evaluating specific cellular

phenotypes elicited by treatment with the inhibitor. Absent time-consuming validation, it is

unclear whether or not a detected interaction is relevant in a cellular context. The cellular

environment is a complex milieu with factors such as drug bioavailability, subcellular

localization, and target abundance able to affect an inhibitor's in vivo spectrum of targets. For

instance, recent evidence suggests that the inhibitor BAY-439006, originally developed

against Raf kinase, may exert many of its cellular effects through inhibition of VEGFR in

diseases such as renal cell carcinoma(17, 18). The dual EGFR/ErbB-2 inhibitor GW572016,

while sharing the same 4-anilinoquinazoline core as other tyrosine kinase inhibitors with

similar in vitro specificity, appears to have unusually strong potency in cells due to a unique

binding mode that results in a comparatively slow off-rate(19). These examples suggest that

identification of candidate kinase inhibitor targets alone is unlikely to reveal unambiguously

the in vivo mechanism of action. In fact, in vivo target validation often becomes apparent

only after a drug has entered clinical trials (BAY 43-9006). The ultimate confirmation of a

drug’s primary in vivo target comes from the observation of drug-resistant mutants, as is well

documented in the case of Gleevec(20), a potent inhibitor of the oncogenic fusion kinase

BCR-Abl used to treat chronic myelogenous leukemia.

One of the best ways to ascertain an inhibitor’s in vivo efficacy is through analysis of

biomarkers that are known to be regulated by the catalytic activity of the kinase of interest.

For instance, the inactivation of the ribosomal protein S6 kinase was used as a reliable

marker of clinical activity of rapamycin derivatives through inhibition of mTOR(21).

Confounding the forward genetics analysis of cellular effects of kinase inhibitors is that the



roles of the putatively targeted kinases are often not completely understood. This makes

target validation through a biomarker-based strategy problematic.

A powerful method to abrogate the activity of specific proteins is through the use of

short interfering RNA (siRNA) to silence the expression of those genes. The generality and

ease of deployment of this technology makes it an indispensable tool for studying kinase

signaling. Gewirtz and coworkers have recently demonstrated that siRNA targeting the Lyn

kinase induces apoptosis in BCR-Abl-expressing leukemic cells that are resistant to the BCR

Abl inhibitor Gleevec, while normal hematopoietic cells remained viable(22). This study

illustrates the potential of using siRNA for kinase target validation, as it revealed a unique

dependency of a diseased cell on Lyn kinase signaling. The caveats associated with siRNA

for target validation are the same as for approaches that use genetic perturbations to abolish

target activity. Pharmacological inhibition of a kinase is mechanistically different than

blocking expression of the kinase altogether. If the kinase must ultimately be inhibited by a

small molecule (in disease treatment, for instance), the effects of siRNA against the kinase

may or may not recapitulate the cellular activities of the eventual drug candidate.

1.2 Chemical genetics

One promising alternative to address this issue utilizes a chemical genetic strategy

developed by our lab to generate “pre-validated” monospecific inhibitors of engineered

kinases. A space-creating mutation at a conserved bulky amino acid residue (the

“gatekeeper”)(23) in the ATP binding pocket renders kinases susceptible to ATP-competitive

inhibitors such as 1-NA-PP1 and 1-NM-PP1(24) that have been designed to be poor

inhibitors of non-engineered kinases. Importantly, it appears that most protein kinases are



amenable to inhibitor sensitization at this residue while still allowing for sufficient kinase

catalytic activity to retain normal cellular function(25). By replacing the endogenous kinase

with its analog-sensitive counterpart in cells, we have used these chemical genetic tools to

elucidate the cell biology of kinases involved in a number of different signal transduction

pathways(26-28).

Figure 1.1: Structural basis for specific inhibition of analog-sensitive alleles of protein
kinases. Wild-type kinases are inhibited by PP1 (upper left) as the bulky gatekeeper residue
(red) complements the phenyl ring found in PP1. With the gatekeeper residue mutated to
glycine (as-1 mutant, upper right, glycine shown in green), the napthyl ring in 1-NA-PP1 is
able to access the enlarged active site. As seen in the cross-sectional view shown at the



bottom of the figure, 1-NA-PP1 does not inhibit wild-type kinases due to a steric clash with
the gatekeeper residue.

1.3 DNA microarrays

One convenient and well-established technology that could be used as the probe for

such a screen is the DNA microarray. The ability to measure the absolute or relative

expression level of every gene in the genome in a single experiment provides a detailed

readout of the cellular state(29). Thus, without the need for explicit biochemical assays of

each protein, a gene array signature represents a genome wide scan of the cellular effects of

an external stimulus such as a drug treatment(30). Given the importance of protein kinases

as fundamental components of the cell's signaling apparatus, it seems likely that perturbation

of most kinases is likely to impact downstream transcription, making the DNA microarray

particularly suitable for use for profiling the effects of kinase inhibitors. This cell-based

assay also reads out only inhibitor-target interactions that are physiologically relevant,

independent of possibly misleading in vitro binding affinities.

However, knowledge of the gene transcriptional changes induced by treatment with a

small molecule does not provide any information in of itself of the molecular targets of the

molecule responsible for these changes. We envisioned using analog-sensitive alleles

coupled with the appropriate cellular assays to generate a molecular reference profile of

cellular effects caused by inhibition of candidate kinases. This profile could be used to

assess the molecular etiology of specific cellular effects exerted by a given kinase inhibitor.

Target identification would be achieved by matching cellular effects elicited by treatment

with the kinase inhibitor to these reference profiles. This methodology could also address the
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important and often elusive question of whether any kinase targets remain unidentified after

conducting a screen. Assuming that the cellular assays measure a broad spectrum of

inhibitor effects and reference profiles for all relevant kinases are available, iterative

matching of reference profiles would allow targets of the kinase inhibitor that span all of its

cellular activities to be identified.

Initially, such a screen might be carried out in a model organism such as S. cerevisiae

where it is possible to conduct genetic manipulations rapidly with great precision. This

would allow the construction of a set of yeast strains in which the genes for individual

kinases have been replaced with their analog-sensitive counterparts. Profiling the

transcriptional effects arising from inhibition of each kinase would identify specific sets of

transcripts that could serve as a diagnostic transcriptional “signature” (Figure 1).

Observation that the drug of interest also elicited the same transcriptional signature would be

powerful evidence that it targeted that particular kinase in cells. It is also possible to

generate yeast strains containing multiple sensitized kinases that might be used to identify

effects of kinase inhibitors that require simultaneous inhibition of two or more kinases. For

instance, it has recently been shown that inhibition of the two yeast CDKs Kin28 and Srb 10

is required to fully suppress transcriptional activation(31). Thus, an exhaustive application of

this technology would result in the identification of phenotypic changes elicited both by

inhibition of individual or multiple kinases(32).
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Figure 1.2: The targets of a kinase inhibitor of interest can be identified by deconvoluting its
global transcriptional expression profile as measured by DNA microarrays. Gene expression
changes arising from non-specific xenobiotic effects (black) or specific inhibition of kinase 1
(red), kinase 2 (blue), or kinases 1 and 2 (green) are identified by profiling wild-type or yeast
strains carrying the appropriate analog-sensitive allele(s). In this case, the kinase inhibitor is
identified as being a multiplex inhibitor of kinases 1 and 2.

Of course, for the comparative profiling approach outlined in Figure 1 to have the

optimal opportunity for success, a number of technical conditions must be met. Ideally, the

strength of inhibition of the target kinase by the inhibitor should be equivalent to the

inhibition of the analog-sensitive allele of that kinase by the PP1 analogue. Cell signalling is

also sensitive to factors such as cell cycle status and time following stimulus. Thus,

depending on the kinases involved, a comprehensive analysis would in principle require

reference profiles spanning a range of inhibitor doses and time points. In practice, we have

found that using microarrays as a readout is suitable to address both of these issues, as acute

inhibition of kinases for as little as ten minutes results in gene expression changes sufficient

10



to use as a reference profile while the magnitude of the response gives a semi-quantitative

measure of strength of inhibition(25, 33). Another issue concerns non-specific gene

expression changes resulting from treatment of cells with small molecules(Figure 1, bottom

left), presumably arising from interactions between these molecules and non-kinase targets

(such as drug efflux pumps). The cell's transcriptional response to the stress caused by the

presence of foreign molecules may differ between different chemical species such as PP1

analogues and the kinase inhibitor that is being profiled. These gene expression changes will

most likely have to be weeded out through the comprehensive identification of stress

response genes via transcriptional profiling of the effects of a wide range of cellular stimuli

and environmental changes, as has been successfully done in yeast(34).

1.4 Conclusions

More widespread deployment of this technology in validating mammalian kinases as

drug targets requires the continued advancement of techniques to do gene knock-ins to

generate the necessary mice or cell lines(35). The promise of chemical genetic analysis in

such systems is illustrated by a recent study in which knock-in mice carrying analog

sensitive alleles of the TrkA, TrkB, and TrkC tyrosine kinases involved in neurotrophin

signaling(36). The authors found that these kinases were potently inhibited both in cultured

neuronal cell lines from these animals, as well as in vivo via oral administration of PP1

analogs.

Although the genomics and genetic tools in mammalian cells have not yet reached the

level of sophistication of their yeast counterparts, analog-sensitive alleles can still be used to

identify specific biomarkers, such as cell proliferation, arising from kinase inhibition. A

11



recent study by Witte and coworkers of the drug Gleevec has shed more molecular detail on

its exact mechanism of action(37). They used an analog-sensitive version of BCR-Abl to

show that while inhibition of BCR-Abl alone by Gleevec is able to suppress cell proliferation

in cells lacking the kinase KIT, inhibition of BCR-Abl and KIT together is necessary for drug

efficacy in cells expressing KIT. These results suggest that dual inhibition of multiple

kinases may be a general mechanism for therapeutic action by protein kinase inhibitors.

Analog-sensitive alleles are powerful chemical genetic tools that may facilitate the

dissection of the mechanism of action of kinase inhibitors. These tools have also yielded

insights into the mechanisms by which cellular transformation becomes dependent on

aberrant kinase signalling(38) and the possibility of exploiting synergistic contributions from

inhibition of both protein kinases and lipid kinases in treating cancer(39). Information

garnered from these studies and others should prove useful in designing and testing the next

generation of kinase-targeted therapeutics.
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2.1 Analog-sensitive alleles of yeast kinases essential for cell viability º

The capability to reveal novel functions of protein kinases using chemical genetic

analysis was illustrated in the example of the yeast cyclin-dependent kinase Cdk1. Previous

analysis of a temperature-sensitive mutant of Cdk1 had revealed a G1 arrest point(1).

However, treatment of synchronized yeast cells with 500 nM 1-NM-PP1 resulted in cell

cycle arrest at the G2/M transition(2). Thus, specific pharmacological inhibiton of the ATP

catalytic unit of Cdk1 yielded a different result than conventional genetic analyses and
.**

revealed the stage of the cell cycle at which Cdk1 activity was most critical. • ~~~~
... -tiº

2.
At the time we began this project, we had evidence that the chemical genetic ºr■ .

** **-**

approach would be broadly applicable across the protein kinase superfamily, as individual *** * *■ º I->
kinases from diverse families (e.g. yeast Cdk1, the yeast MAPK Fus?, and the mammalian ******&

- - - - - - - - - -
------

-tyrosine kinase Src) had been successfully sensitized to inhibition(2, 3). However, to

investigate more fully the generalizability of the method, we initated an effort to º -\".”
- -

* x: l
systematically generate analog-sensitive alleles of the -15 kinases in the yeast genome that *** 3. -** **** * *

-- ~ *

are essential for cell viability, as assessed by genetic deletion of these kinases, a set of ****
:->

kinases that comprise roughly 12% of the yeast kinome(4). y

These kinases are clearly involved in important cellular processes, and inhibition of º
*,

2

cellular proliferation yields a convenient readout of successful engineering. For our initial * * *

strain construction, we wanted to optimize our protocol for speed and convenience.

Although ideally we would do gene knock-ins, replacing the endogenous copy of the kinase * *

with the mutated form, we had no a priori guarantee that the mutant kinases would retain - )º

their catalytic activity. This makes the standard “pop-in pop-out” strategy problematic as we

18 cº



would have no easy way of definitively knowing whether a failure to isolate correct “pop

outs” was due to the inability of the mutant kinase to replace the wild-type kinase's activity

or for another unrelated technical reason.

Instead, we turned to a plasmid-based strategy whereby the analog-sensitive essential

kinase would be carried on a centromeric plasmid with a URA3 marker in a yeast strain with

a deletion in the corresponding wild-type kinase. Because the knockout strain cannot be

directly constructed for an essential kinase, we envisioned using a strategy as described in

Figure 2.1. The plasmid containing the analog-sensitive allele would be transformed into a

diploid yeast strain containing a heterozygous deletion of the kinase. This strain would then

be sporulated followed by dissection of the resulting tetrads. Using first a selection followed

by a counter-selection for the URA3 marker should enable the isolation of a haploid strain

with the analog-sensitive allele complementing a gene deletion of the endogenous locus.

Failure to isolate such a strain would be a strong indication that the analog-sensitive allele

does not have sufficient protein kinase activity to complement the gene deletion.

-><!-

Figure 2.1: Selection of haploid yeast strains containing a deletion in the chromosomal copy
of an essential kinase (green) which is compensated for by the presence of a plasmid with the
analog-sensitive allele (gatekeeper mutation marked as a red “x”) of that kinase.

-----

**º*... ;--

f : …
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tºº
***
***-
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To construct the plasmids containing the mutant allele efficiently, we devised a

cloning strategy using PCR to introduce the mutation directly. First, we identified the

gatekeeper residue by sequence alignment (Figure 2.2). One set of flanking primers was

designed which contained 40 base pairs of homology to the EcoRI cut site in the pRS316

vector followed by 30 base pairs homology to a sequence ~500 base pairs either upstream or

downstream of the kinase ORF in the genome (See Table xx in Appendix for details). A

second set of internal primers was designed that spanned the codon of the kinase gatekeeper

residue and that changed this residue to a glycine. PCR amplification using each outside

primer coupled to the appropriate inside primer yielded two fragments spanning the kinase

ORF with ~500 base pairs upstream and downstream sequence. We then linearized the

pRS316 vector with EcoRI and transformed the three DNA fragments into yeast.

Homologous recombination followed by selection for the URA3 marker with resulting rescue

of the yeast plasmid yielded CEN-URA plasmids containing the engineered kinase of

interest.

Colc28 HKLYLVFEFLDL – DLKR

Colc15 YELYILLEYCANGSLRR

Colc5 SNVYILLEICPNGSLME

■ pli KRVYLLMEYLVNGEMYK
Kin28 MNLNLVLEFLPTDLEVV

Figure 2.2: Sequence alignment of several yeast essential kinases to identify the gatekeeper
residue (shown in red).

#:
... --"

º ******
* * *-**
*** - a $º-º-º:

****
****
--> ******----.-■
4-1-
{..".
* * *
*****-
- ** ****

lº
ºr e-º-º-
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* unas
MUTATED KINASE

Figure 2.3: Cloning strategy for essential kinases. Flanking primers with homology to the
cut plasmid (red) were matched with internal primers containing the mutation site.
Homologous recombination in yeast yielded the plasmid containing the engineered kinases.
Using this strategy, we were able to successfully generate yeast strains carrying novel

analog-sensitive alleles of the kinases Kin28, Sgv1, Ipl1, Cdc7, Nrk1, and Pkc1. Analog

sensitive alleles of CdcS and Cdc15 were also successfully made, but strains with these two

alleles integrated into the genome made by Kristi Lieberman made them somewhat

superfluous. The Mps 1 allele was made by Mark Winey's lab(5). All of these alleles were

able to complement the loss of the endogenous kinase activity from gene deletion. However,

a couple of the resulting analog-sensitive yeast strains were noticeably sick (most notably

Nrk1-asl and Pkc1-asl), with small colony sizes and taking a long time to grow up on plates.

We were unable to generate yeast strains carrying analog-sensitive alleles for several kinases

(Table 2.1). Reasons for our failure included technical problems with the cloning PCR

(SKY1, YGL179C), the discovery that one of the kinases appeared to be non-essential in our

strain background (RadS3), and the inability to generate a heterozygous knockout diploid

strain (YMR291W).
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Name ORF name | Gatekeeper | Notes

SKY 1 YMR216C | F246 PCR failed

YGL179C YGL179C L135 PCR failed

YMR291W YMR291W | F140 no knockout

MPS1 YDL028C M516 See (5)

NRK1" YHR102W M99 complements
RAD53 YPL153C M273 not essential

SGV1." YPR161C L149 complements
CDC15" YAR019C L99 made by KL
CDC28/CDK1 || YBR160W | F88 made by JAU
CDC5 YMR001C | F158 complements
IPL1" YPL209C M181 complements
KIN28" YDL108W | L83 complements
PKC1." YBL105C | M904 complements
CDC7' YDL017W L120 complements

Table 2.1: Analog-sensitive alleles of essential kinases. Asterisk indicates alleles made
successfully by the author.

Screening these strains for sensitivity to either 1-NA-PP1 or 1-NM-PP1 using a

standard halo assay, we were able to demonstrate that in each case, with the exception of

Nrk1-asl, either one or both of these inhibitors was able to inhibit the proliferation of each of

these analog-sensitive yeast strains(Figure 2.4). Pkc1-as 1 was insensitive to 1-NA-PP1 or 1

NM-PP1 but showed some sensitivity to 2-NM-PP1. The size of the halos was varied, with

strong inhibition of some strains (e.g. Cdc15-as 1, Kin28-as 1) and more modest results seen

in others (Ipl1-as 1, Cdc?-as1). Further screening using an expanded set of PP1 analogs was

conducted by Chao Zhang and resulted in the identification of even better inhibitors for many

of these alleles. We also observed in some strains (most notably in Sgv1-as1) that inhibitor

treatment resulted in a strong halo when assessed at early time points, but over time the halo

became filled in. This suggests that in these cells, yeast cell proliferation is only slowed, not

tº. Tº
t

:-->
** ****

wº-air ºf
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* *

completely blocked. It is possible that the potency of the inhibitor against this engineered 4.

kinase is not sufficient to completely block cell proliferation, or that chemical inhibition of sº

the catalytic activity of this kinase is not sufficient to block cell proliferation, suggesting a .."

discrepancy between the essential nature of the kinase as revealed by genetic deletion and
- l
* -

that from chemical inhibition.

wild-type cqc7-as■
1-NA-PP1 1-NM-PP1

3------
• *-**
* ... -º-º:

----as-a- º

* ai
4:1.

º

kin28-así sgv1-as■ * * *-***
1-NA-PP1 1-NM-PP1 rººts.

-- º 1. )
***** * *

g º

******* *

CCC15-as■ ipl1-as■ l, **** º
1-NA-PP1 1-NM-PP1 {- - Y...”:* - I

* ---> y
* * ***. º
* * * *

nrk1 X -** * -> -
'* -
cº

Figure 2.4: Halo assays of selected analog-sensitive alleles of essential kinases in yeast. 10 -> º
pull of a 10 mM solution of the indicated compound was spotted on the disc. *

* . ."
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2.2 Chemical genetic analysis of Ipl1 using genome-wide microarray analysis

For our initial experiments, we chose to study the yeast kinase Ipl1. Ipl1 is part of of

the Aurora family of kinases that have shown to be overexpressed in a variety of tumor cell

lines. Ipll plays an important role in ensuring proper chromosome segregation through a

mechanism that involves regulation of microtubule attachment to kinetochores(6-8) in order

to sense the proper level of tension at the mitotic spindle(9). At the time that we began our

studies, Ipl1 had been identified as the kinase responsible for the phosphorylation of the S10

residue on Histone H3(10), although no link has been demonstrated between this

phosphorylation event and a role in chromosome segregation. Ipl1 had also been shown to

phosphorylate a number of kinetochore components, substrates which have a more obvious

relationship to its known functions(11).

Due to the fact that Ipl1-as1 (M181G) mutant demonstrated only modest sensitivity to

1-NM-PP1 in our halo assay, we constructed a series of additional Ipl1 mutants (shown in

Table 2.2) and probed their ability to complement the Ipl1A strain and their sensitivity to

PP1-based inhibitors. We were able to isolate viable strains of all the Ipl1 mutants using the

strategy described previously, demonstrating that these mutants were able to complement the

lack of the wild-type kinase. The Ipl1-asó strain was identified as the most sensitive to

inhibition by 1-NM-PP1 via a series of halo and plating assays (Figure 2.5). It is worth

noting at this juncture that we also attempted to generate yeast strains with Ipl1-asl

integrated into the yeast chromosome by using the “pop-in, pop-out” method in haploid

yeast. However, despite numerous attempts, we were unable to generate this strain, as all

“pop-outs” left the wild-type allele in the genome. This was one indication, later confirmed

by Sue Biggins, that the Ipl1-as 1 allele was a catalytically weak allele. However, Yuko

* . . -4: -º-º-º:

; : *-***
******

tº :----->
-
******

***
**

-

***f **" ººn tº re-awº
********

* * *{...”
* * * lº*****-

* * *****
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Nakajima in Dave Drubin's lab was later able to make a strain with Ipl1-ass integrated into

the genome. This strain was constructed by using a heterozygous diploid Ipl1 knockout

strain and replacing a marker with the appropriate Ipl1-ass cassette.

Allele name Mutation(s)

Ipl1-asl (M181G)
Ipl1-asz (M181A)
Ipl1-ass (M181A) (T244A)
Ipl1-as4 (M181A) (T244G)
Ipl1-ass (M181G) (T244A)
Ipl1-asó (M181G) (T244G)

Table 2.2: Analog-sensitive alleles of Ipl1.

YPAD + DMSO YPAD + 500 nM 1-NM-PP1

wild-type |- s. 2. wild-type
■ pli-asl ■ pli-asl
■ pli-ast, | pl1-ase
■ pli-asz | |pl1-asz

Colc15-asl Colc15-asl |

|

wild-type wild-type
Ipl1-asl ■ pli-asl
■ pli-asó ■ pli-ast,
■ pli-asz ■ pli-asz
Colc15-asl Coc15-asl

prº-º-º-º-º-toedwºodºnatº ºp-dºzen fºuntried

YPAD+5 HM 1-NM-PP1 YPAD+ 50 pm 1-NM-PP1

Figure 2.5: 10-fold serial dilutions of Ipl1 as-alleles on plates containing DMSO or various
concentrations of 1-NM-PP1.

* * *
* --->
-- II,****
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First, we assessed transcriptional differences between Ipl1-asó and wild-type cells

grown in the absence of the inhibitor. We took log-phase cells of each strain, prepared

cDNA probes labelled with Cy5 or Cy3 dyes respectively, and hybridized the probes to

microarrays. The results of this analysis revealed that there were few gene expression

changes between the two strains. Of the -80 genes that changed more than 2-fold, most were

genes involved in metabolic pathways and did not have any obvious connection to a defects

in chromosome segregation. However, the Ipl1 transcript itself was found to be heavily

upregulated, suggesting the presence of compensation for a compromised kinase activity in

Ipl1-asó cells. Nevertheless, the fact that the cells did not appear to have a major growth

defect, we considered them suitable for use in our initial microarray experiments.

We attempted several experimental designs for our microarray experiments. For the

first major time-course experiments, we chose to use the experimental design in which drug

treated samples were labeled with Cy5 dye and competitively hybridized on microarrays with

Cy3-labeled cDNA samples prepared from a common RNA reference sample. We treated

wild-type or Ipl1-asó cells with 5 HM 1-NM-PP1 or DMSO and harvested cells at half hour

intervals for two hours.

Analyzing the data, we found what appeared to be the time-dependent upregulation of

a set of genes that included a large number of Pau genes, a family of subtelomeric genes with

no known biological function (Figure 2.6). However, it is known that the transcription of

these genes is controlled by the transcriptional co-repressor Tup1. Tup1, in concert with the

protein Cyc8, is important for the repression of many genes involved in a wide variety of

physiological processes(12). In Tup1A cells, the expression of these genes, including those

in the Pau family are derepressed and increase in expression(13). Interestingly, the

***---
* * * *.... D

º

-
-
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º
º

º
mechanism by which Tup1 is recruited to cells involves interactions with the N-terminal tails

-

-->
- - - • - - - -of histone H3 and histone H4(14). With Ipl1's role in phosphorylation of histone H3 at >

|

serine 10, we wondered if the transcriptional signature from inhibition of Ipl1-asó might be --y

Y."
- - - -

mediated through interactions with Tup1. L

-
* >

wild-type ■ pli-asó º
DMSO 1-NM-PP1 DMSO 1-NM-PP1 ORF Functional annotation

at ºn ºn tra at 6d ºn 12th 30.6090-12o 30 6090 120

Yer 150w sp11 unknown; similar to Sedlp; induced in stationary phase : unknown
YLL049W unknown : unknown
YKL123W. unknown : unknown
YHL046C unknown; similar to members of the Srplp/Tiplp family : unknown
YERO 96 w SHC1 unknown; may be involved in chitin synthesis : sporulation
YLR461 w PAU4 unknown; seripauperin family : unknown
YER187W unknown; similar to killer toxin Khslp : unknown
YGR294 w PAU1 unknown; family : unknown
Yer 116C unknown; similar to sea urchin NADH chain ND2 : unknown
Yerloow unknown : unknown - -
Yol,035C unknown : unknown -- --- -
YOR348C PUT4 proline and gamma-aminobutyrate permease : transport * - --

YJR155 w AAD10 hypothetical aryl-alcohol dehydrogenase : unknown
-

-

YMR325w unknown : unknown * ..., *
YCR104 w PAU3 unknown; similar to bovine alcohol dehydrogenase : unknown sº

Ynroºsw PAU6 seripauperin family : unknown * ---- ---
YOL161C unknown; similar to PAU1 family : unknown * ------ - -

YLL064C unknown; similar to members of the PAU1 family : unknown **- *.
YJL223C PAU1. unknown; similar to members of the Srplp/Tiplp family : unknown * - ** -> º
YELO49W PAU2 unknown; similar to members of the Srplp/Tiplp family : unknown - -

***
-

YFLO.20C PAU5 unknown; similar to members of the Srplp/Tiplp family : unknown -- ***-
YFLO 56C AAD6 hypothetical aryl-alcohol dehydrogenase : unknown ■ º re
YCRx21C : º
YER081 w sER3 3-phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase : serine biosynthesis * * ---

- -

YOL165C AAD15 hypothetical aryl-alcohol dehydrogenase : unknown - **-*.
-

J
YOR3.66w unknown : unknown **º-
Yni,537W unknown : unknown

- -
YeR3 01W unknown; similar to Ykl224p and other members of the PAU1 : unknown - º -

YAL068C unknown : unknown *-i- **
YMR119 wº. A unknown : unknown ~
YJR107w unknown; similar to acylglycerol lipase : unknown
YKL136W. unknown : unknown -

YML010W-B -
!

YOLO 53C-A -

----
! - -

–S.
- - - - - -- - - - - - --Figure 2.6: Time-dependent upregulation of Pau genes upon inhibition of Ipl1-asó with 1- • * , ~ *

- - - - * --
-NM-PP1. Shown are 30, 60,90, and 120 timepoints of treatment for either wild-type or Ipl1- | L

**- >as6 cells with DMSO or 1-NM-PP1.

To examine this possibility, we first compared the transcriptional signatures of Ipl1- Sº
asó inhibition and a Tup1 deletion. When we examined the distribution of upregulated º
genes under these two conditions as a function of distance from the telomere, we found a

-

º
Cº. º.

striking enrichment for genes that are close to the telomere (Figure 2.7). The overlap

between these two sets was highly significant (p<0.001). Therefore, we sought to examine º
* .

further possible Tup1 involvement in the Ipl1-asó inhibition signature. º
º

º
º
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Figure 2.7: Distribution of genes as a function of distance from the telomere that are
upregulated by at least 1.5-fold in Ipl1-asó cells treated with 1-NM-PP1 or in Tup1A cells.

The Tup1-Cyc8 complex is recruited to its targets by interactions with DNA-binding

proteins, including O2 protein when repressing mating-specific genes in yeast(15). Thus,

monitoring of inappropriate MATa-specific gene expression in MATO yeast provides a very

sensitive test for Tup1 functional inactivation. Our initial experiments were conducted in a

MATa Ipl1-asó where a-specific gene expression is normal. Therefore, we conducted

microarray analysis of a MATo Ipl1-asó strain treated with 5 MM 1-NA-PP1 for three hours.

The results, seen in Figure 2.8, unequivocally demonstrated that a-specific genes were

induced upon inhibition of Ipl1.
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Wild-type (MATx) cells treated with 1-NM-PP1 for 3 hrs
|p11-ase (MATx) cells treated with 1-NM-PP1 for 3 hrs
--

YDR4-6 lº MFA1 a-factor precursor - mating
YNL274C putative alpha-ketoisocaproate reductase : unknown
YIL113W. protein phosphatase : unknown
YJR096 w unknown; similar to aldolase reductase : unknown
YMR196W, unknown : unknown
YDRO 70c YDRO70C
YKL209- STEs. a-factor exporter ABC superfamily : mating
YPRO64W unknown : unknown
YER179W DMC1 unknown : meiosis, chromsome pairing
YNL, 14 sw MFA2 a-factor precursor mating
YGLO 32C AGA2 a-agglutinin binding subunit - mating
Yu L17 Oc ASG7 unknown : unknown
YKL107w unknown : unknown
YFLO 14W HSP12 heat shock protein
YDL127W PCL2 G1/S cyclin : cell cycle
YGL.053W. unknown : unknown
YMR169C ALD3 aldehyde dehydrogenase : ethanol utilization
YPL223C GRE1 unknown; induced by osmotic stress : unknown
YOR343 C unknown : unknown
YJL153C Inol L-myo-inositol-1-phosphate synthase
YILO 15 w BAR1 alpha-factor degradation mating

Figure 2.8: Induction of a-specific gene expression in MATo cells upon inhibition of Ipl1
asó. Average a-specific gene expression was >6-fold.

As a further test of a-specific gene expression, we asked if treatment of MATO Ipl1

asó cells resulted in them mating as MATa cells, e.g. whether we could induce the formation

of MATO-MATO diploids. To test this, we conducted a mating assay as diagrammed in

Figure 2.9. Lawns of MATo Ipl1-asó cells were allowed to mate with a MATo tester strain

on YPAD plates. We spotted a paper disc with 10 mL of water, DMSO, or 10 mM 1-NM

PP1 and placed the disc on the YPAD plate. Following the mating period, plates were

replica plated onto YNB plates to select for diploids.
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Mating assay to test for formation of putative o/O diploids
MATO tester Strain ■ pli-ase (MATO.)

his uraž his3 leu.2 in 1:HIS3
■ pli-ast-URA3-CEN)

Y.
Replica plate onto YPAD 2.

Add water, DMSO,
or 1-NM-PP1
Incubate 8 hrs

for diploids

S
Figure 2.9: Schematic showing mating assay to test for formation of o■ o diploid cells via
induction of a-specific gene expression in MATO Ipl1-asó cells.

l
Plate to YNB to select

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 2.10. Even in the absence of Ipl1

asó inhibition, there is a low rate of MATo-MATo diploid formation, as shown by the water

and DMSO treated plates. However, when we inhibited Ipl1-asó with 1-NM-PP1, we saw

increased colony growth. These results were not seen in wild-type cells treated with the

same concentration of 1-NM-PP1, suggesting that inappropriate a-specific gene expression

caused by inhibition of Ipl1-asó was allowing the yeast to mate as MATa cells.
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wild-type
(MATO.)

1-NM-PP1 DMSO water

Ipl1-ase
(MATO.)

1-NM-PP1 DMSO water

1-NM-PP1 zoom DMSO zoom

Figure 2.10: Results from mating assay to test for O■ o diploids.

During the course of our studies, it was pointed out that the phenotypes we were

observing could be an indirect result of defects in chromosome segregation caused by

inhibition of Ipl1. One mechanism of the observed gene expression changes could be caused

if a certain population of yeast were to lose chromosome III, the location of the mating type

locus. These yeast would be unable to express the O2 transcription factor that suppresses a

specific gene expression in MATo cells and would be able to mate with MATo cells before

any negative consequences from chromosome loss could be seen. To test this hypothesis, we

conducted the experiment shown in Figure 2.11. Lawns of a MATO Ipl1-asó strain carrying

a normal copy of the ZAC/2 gene, also located on chromosome III, were co-plated with a ■ ew2
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MATo wild-type yeast strain on YPAD plates in the presence of 1-NM-PP1. After 8 hours,

these plates were replica-plated onto YNB plates supplemented with leucine to select for >

diploids. Colonies in the “reverse halo” were picked and plated onto YNB+LEU or YNB ~.

plates, with the expectation that if chromosome III loss had occurred, these colonies would -" 1.

be able to grow on YNB+LEU plates but not YNB plates. The results of this experiment are * - º

shown in Figure 2.12. There was no observable difference between the two plates,

suggesting the loss of chromosome III had not occurred.

Testing for loss of chromosome Illino/o, diploids *
. . .”---tº as

83-9a (S288C wt) ■ pli-ase (MATO.) | -- ***

**** **S- S- ******* *s
-- - - - : agº

lys2 leu2 uras his3 met 15uras his3 ipli:HIS3 a:
:::::: º < *.|p1 ast-URA3-CLN;
*** ºr.º. |

* *-7--e-
******

- º -S- incubate 8 hrs *****reds . .w/1-NM-PP1 *********

Plate to YNB+LEU for **** -:
-

diploids *

I|--|-- -

ºr. ~
-

-** * * *
1) pick colonies from "halopatch to YNB+LEU tº a

2) Replica plate to YNB or YNB+LEU tº * !***** >

- - - - - - - - tº twº-ºº-- * ,

Figure 2.11: Testing for loss of chromosome III in putative O■ o diploids by monitoring the -*. >*** *chromosome III gene ZEU2. *-
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Results from mating assay to test for chromosome Ill loss
ºf 1.

YNB+LEU YNB

Figure 2.12: Results from mating assay to test for loss of chromosome III upon Ipl1-asó
inhibition.

This test did not rule out other possible explanations (e.g. possible loss of the

chromosome containing the transcription factor for Tup1, etc.). However, to further explore

the possibility that chromosome segregation defects were responsible for the observed

transcriptional signature we examined whether cell-cycle progression was necessary to see

the defect in a-specific gene expression. We arrested MATO Ipl1-asó cells with O-factor or

nocodazole to induce cell cycle arrest and treated them with 1-NM-PP1 for three hours.

Under these conditions, the induction of a-specific gene expression was severely reduced,

suggesting that cell cycle progression, and perhaps chromosome segregation defects were

required for a-specific gene expression. Thus, the transcriptional signature we observed,

while corresponding to de-repression of Tup1-regulated genes, was likely an indirect effect

from chromosome segregation defects induced by Ipl1-asó inhibition, and not from a novel

function of Ipl1 in directly regulated Tup1-controlled transcripts.

The Ipl1-ass allele was subsequently used by Sue Biggins' lab in a study to determine

the requirements for Ipl1 activity in regulation of the spindle checkpoint. They showed that

impairing Ipl1 function in kinetochore mutants that are defective in microtubule attachment

both restored the attachments and satisfied the checkpoint(16). Additionally, they showed
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that Ipl1 activity was still necessary for checkpoint activation in strains containing

phosphodeficient mutants of the Ipl1 substrate dam I, suggesting the presence of additional

Ipl1 substrates that are important for its checkpoint regulation activity. Thus, chemical º
- A .

genetic analysis of Ipl1 was able to reveal details about its functions by allowing precise L

temporal control of Ipl1 activity. .

2.3 Conclusions

The results of these studies demonstrated that it is likely that the majority of kinases
2-ºxºs

in the kinome are amenable to the chemical genetic strategy that we have advanced. We * -->
*******, *s

were able to generate analog-sensitive alleles of many of the kinases essential for cell ::::::-- s
**** -

-
~5 acarºrº º

proliferation and to demonstrate that these alleles were sensitive to one or more PP1-based .: ---
- - - - -

ºf-> * -?
chemical inhibitors. ****** seas

---.
-Our studies on Ipl1-asó demonstrated both the power of DNA microarray profiling in

-
s •

revealing the global effects of kinase inhibition, as well as the need for caution in interpreting :--- Ç
- - - - -

...” : º sº."
the wealth of data that results. While it was a little bit unfortunate that we appear to have ** -> l****** … "

- º - - - - - * ***. * ,
rediscovered Ipl1’s role in regulation of chromosome segregation instead of revealing novel

- -

> **** * I

functions, the demonstration that inhibiting Ipl 1 can induce a-specific gene expression in 'º-
*-*

MATo cells provides a potential method of using these genes as biomarkers of specific **

~
inhibition of of Ipl1 when screening using a kinase-directed library of inhibitors.

t".

2.4 Materials and Methods

Yeast strain construction ".

Strains were constructed in the Sigma 2000 strain background. The heterozygous diploid - - -* : *

knockouts were generated by knocking out the appropriate kinase with a kanamycin * .

*
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resistance cassette. The plasmid containing the analog-sensitive kinase was constructed as

described in the text and transformed into the heterozygous knockout diploid strain. Yeast

were sporulated and dissection of tetrads yielded the strain harboring the as-kinase plasmid

covering the deletion of the chromosomal copy of the kinase.

Microarray analysis

Yeast strains were grown to saturation and then backdiluted to an ODoo of 0.01 and

allowed to grow overnight. The resulting culture was caught in log-phase growth at an ODoo

of 0.5-1.0 and backdiluted into prewarmed rich media at ODoo of 0.1 for a final volume of

100 mL. After strains reached an ODoo of 0.7, strains were treated with the appropriate

concentration of the drug or the equivalent volume of DMSO carrier solvent and harvested

by filtering and flash-freezing in liquid nitrogen. Total RNA was prepared by the hot phenol

method and polyA RNA was isolated using the OligoTex kit as described(17). The synthesis

of cDNA was carried out by using StrataScript reverse transcriptase enzyme on

approximately 5 pig of purified polyA RNA. The cDNAs were labelled with Cy3 and Cy5

dyes and hybridized to microarrays containing -93% of the yeast open reading frames

printed on polylysine-coated glass slides as described(18).

Halo assays

1x10°-5x10° cells (usually from 3 mL overnight culture) were diluted into 200-300

pull of water. (Quantitated by assuming that ODoo of 10 corresponds roughly to

concentration of 1x10° cells/mL). Cells were spread evenly onto dry plates that had been pre

incubated at 30° beforehand. A 0.25 inch filter disc(s) was carefully put onto the using

tweezers (ethanol/flame sterilized). 1-2 cm was left between discs if multiple discs were

added to the same plate. 10-12 ML of a stock solution (normally 10 mM) of the inhibitor in

~
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Tø
DMSO was added to the disc. Plates were incubated at 30° and checked at 12 hour intervals

for 48 hours. -
*
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Chapter 3: Chemical genomic profiling to identify
intracellular targets of a multiplex kinase
inhibitor
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3.1 Introduction

Protein kinases are key regulators of most cellular signaling pathways in eukaryotic

cells. Many new protein kinase inhibitors have been developed in order to study specific

functions of kinases in signaling pathways and as potential therapeutics(1). Due to the large

size of the protein kinase superfamily (>500 human, -120 yeast) and the fact that most

kinase inhibitors bind in the highly conserved ATP-binding pocket, it is widely accepted that

kinase inhibitors inhibit more than one target(2). As a result, the inhibitors used as chemical

tools to probe the often poorly understood roles of kinases in signaling pathways are

paradoxically themselves of incompletely characterized specificity. The lack of systematic

methods to accurately identify targets of kinase inhibitors within cells has resulted in a

situation where it is equally difficult to rationalize why some kinase inhibitors become failed

drugs while others demonstrate surprising clinical efficacy(3).

In order to assess the full spectrum of cellular targets of kinase inhibitors, phenotypic

information garnered from biological readouts such as genome-wide transcriptional

profiles(4) and complex morphological screens(5) must be accurately matched to discrete

interactions between the compound and the relevant protein targets. Current approaches to

identify small molecule-target interactions provide either biochemical target information or

rely on broad phenotypic outputs such as cell death. For instance, affinity purification using

bead-immobilized kinase inhibitors results in the identification of both relevant and spurious

targets(6). Cell-based high-throughput screening technologies such as synthetic lethal(7) or

haploinsufficiency screens(8, 9) provide information about cellular pathways that control

drug sensitivity but, because not all kinases are essential, do not necessarily identify all

targets in a cell.

º
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We have previously developed a chemical genetic method that allows for the potent

and monospecific pharmacological inhibition of individual kinases(10). A functionally silent

mutation in the ATP active site sensitizes a protein kinase (an analog-sensitive allele) to

specific inhibition by the small molecules 1-NA-PP1 or 1-NM-PP1. We envisioned

identifying targets of kinase inhibitors using a drug-to-drug comparative approach whereby

cellular effects caused by kinase inhibitors of incompletely characterized specificity could be

matched to “reference profiles” of cellular effects elicited by specific inhibition of candidate

analog-sensitive kinases. The advantage of such an approach is that through iterative

comparison to such reference profiles, targets that together account for all cellular effects of

drug treatment could be identified(11). Here, we have employed this strategy to identify the

cellular targets in S. cerevisiae of GW400426, a CDK inhibitor of previously unknown

specificity in this organism.

3.2 Results

We chose to investigate the cellular effects of a class of highly potent and relatively

specific inhibitors of mammalian CDK2(19) (Figure 1b). We asked whether a representative

compound of this class of inhibitors, oxindole GW400426 (Figure 1a), would inhibit any of

the 126 kinases that are present in the S. cerevisiae genome. To obtain a detailed picture of

cellular effects elicited by GW400426, we conducted whole-genome microarray analysis on

yeast cells treated with GW400426 at a concentration of 20 puM(20). There were few

significant (0 × 1.5 fold) gene expression changes after a 10-minute course of treatment and

notably none in stress-response genes that normally respond to the presence of foreign

molecules (Figure 3.3). GW400426 also fails to inhibit the growth of yeast cells at

concentrations up to 50 HM (data not shown and Figure 3.2). These findings are consistent
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with the fact that many pharmacological agents are inert in yeast due to poor permeability [T.)

across the yeast cell wall(21). cº cº

b ~.a IC, (nM) - **

) _/-6To ) Kinase GW400426 L
2 ...) gº ~ *DK2 1.0 1.SN-/ CDK4 245 º

SS CDK1 46w-O- Sºo CDK9 162
ERK2 >4,400

S | 20 P38 >58,000
( LCK 6,150
N NH SRC 1,700

(S. cerevisiae)
Coºk 1 35 *

PhO85 1,500 - -
*:::--

Cak1 >50,000 '*** **
-*. ****

ºrrº.
º

**ure - *** itsuirºst *

Figure 3.1: a) Chemical structure of CDK inhibitor GW400426. b) ICso values for º:
***

GW400426 against a spectrum of human and yeast kinases. º -->
******** * ...)

*** -g -

~! * **- *
º:

- wº * -y

wild-type YRP1 * 3 c)(pdröAsnq2/\ergöA) º *

:- > | 1
| ***** -> º,

I

Figure 3.2: Halo assays of wild-type or YRP1 yeast treated with 10 ML of 10 mM ºGW400426. -

º
To circumvent the cell permeability issue, we turned to a drug-sensitized yeast strain A

º
YRP1 (snq2ApdršAerg6A). GW400426 inhibits the growth of YRP1 cells both on plates and

in liquid culture (GI:0–20 MM) (22). We conducted whole-genome microarray analysis(4) of *...

YRP1 cells treated with GW400426 at three concentrations (5 um, 20 pm, 40 pm). At the º
* }
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two higher concentrations we observed a large transcriptional response (Figure 3.5, lanes 3,4)

with approximately 1400 genes induced or repressed.

4.0

wild-type .20am Gwadoszs YRP1.20am Gwaboaze

Gene - i l Gene

Figure 3.3: GW400426 elicits cellular responses in drug-sensitized but not wild-type yeast.
Scatter plots of gene expression ratios from wild-type (left) or YRP1 (right) cells treated with
20 puM GW400426.

*[. - * GW400426

# 6
# 5
# 4
-: - -

# 3
# 2
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O i l 1

0 0.01 0.1 1 10 100

Concentration (uN)

Figure 3.4: Doubling times of YRP1 cells treated with 10-fold dilutions of GW400426
ranging from 5 nM to 50 mM. The EC50 value was approximately 20 puM. Orange dashed
line represents doubling time measured after treatment with the equivalent amount of DMSO.
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Next, we sought to identify those genes, if any, whose expression had changed

specifically in response to inhibition of protein kinases. The growth inhibition data

suggested that possibly one or more kinases essential for viability were being inhibited by

GW400426. The yeast CDK2 homolog Cdk1 (essential) and the closely-related CDK Pho&5

(52% sequence identity to Cdk1, non-essential) were evaluated as likely candidate targets, as

other mammalian CDK inhibitors have been shown to target these two kinases(23) in yeast.

In order to construct reference profiles of transcriptional effects corresponding to specific

inhibition of either kinase, we conducted microarray analysis on yeast strains carrying

analog-sensitive alleles of Cdk1 and Pho&5 (Cdk1-asl and Pho&5-as 1, respectively) treated

with 5 HM 1-NA-PP1. To ask whether inhibition of different kinases produces discernibly

distinct transcriptional profiles, we also conducted microarray analysis on an analog-sensitive

allele of the essential yeast mitotic kinase Ipl1 (Ipl1-asó) treated with 5 puM 1-NA-PP1.

We integrated the GW400426 and kinase profile data sets and used hierarchical

clustering combined with simple filtering criteria to ascertain common patterns in gene

expression(24). In principle, our profiling strategy should result in the assembly of clusters

of genes that could be correlated to specific inhibition of different kinases. We were, in fact,

able to identify five general clusters of genes (Figure 3.5, A-E) that emerged repeatedly

despite the use of varying clustering algorithms and filtering stringency.
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(674)

1 2 3 4 5 - 6 7 8 9

|
(15)

(fold change)

Lane Strain Treatment Dose

1 wild-type GW400426 20 pm
2 YRP1 GW400426 5pm
3 YRP1 GW400426 20 pm
4 YRP1 GW400426 40 um
5 wild-type 1-NA-PP1 5pm
6 Cokt-ast 1-NA-PP1 5 pm
7. Phog5-ast 1-NA-PP1 5pM
8 Cokt-ast/Phoes-ast 1-NA-PP1 5 pm
9 ■ pli-ast, 1-NA-PP1 5pm

Figure 3.5: Five robust clusters of genes (A,B,C,D,E) identified by hierarchical clustering of
microarray expression data (lanes 1-8). Yeast cells were treated for 10 minutes. Shown are
the log expression ratios for drug treatments compared to a DMSO control. Each data point

º
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represents the geometric mean from two microarray experiments. Gray spots indicate
incomplete data. Lane 9 shows data from genes in clusters A-E garnered from a 30-minute
treatment of Ipl1-ast cells with 1-NA-PP1.

Two of the clusters (A,D) included several hundred genes that were induced or

repressed, respectively, across all drug treatments. We suspected that most, if not all, of these

gene expression changes were due to the yeast environmental stress response (ESR) when

challenged with foreign molecules or other stress conditions(18). Consistent with this

hypothesis, these expression changes occurred even when we treated wild-type yeast with 5

puM 1-NA-PP1 (Figure 3.5, column 5), a molecule that only inhibits sensitized kinases(10).

These gene clusters are highly enriched in ESR genes (Figure 2b) with more than 70% of the

consensus yeast ESR genes represented in clusters A or D. Because of our choice to use 10

minute inhibitor treatments to evaluate acute effects of kinase inhibition, our observations are

subject to the peak of the ESR, a transient response that largely subsides after one hour. To

verify that this behavior applies to the genes in clusters A and D, we conducted a time course

over 90 minutes of wild-type cells treated with 5 p. M 1-NM-PP1. As shown in Figure 3.7,

the average expression ratio of genes in clusters A and D approaches unity over this time

span. Nevertheless, using chemical genetic reference profiles and relatively simple

clustering algorithms separates these general xenobiotic responses from responses due to

kinase inhibition (clusters B, C, E).



ESR cell cycle

Figure 3.6: Percentage of genes within each cluster that are known to be cell cycle regulated
or change in expression as part of the ESR. Orange dotted lines indicate the percentage of
genes in the yeast genome involved in either process. Clusters A and D are enriched in
induced and repressed ESR genes, respectively, demonstrating that these clusters correspond
to the non-specific yeast multidrug resistance response. Cluster C, corresponding to
inhibition of Cdk1, is heavily enriched in cell-cycle regulated genes.
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Figure 3.7: Microarray data from a time course of wild-type cells treated with 5 MM of 1
NM-PP1. Plotted are the log mean expression ratios for genes in cluster A or D at each time
point.
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Examination of the 213 genes in cluster C reveals that this cluster of genes appears to

represent those specifically regulated upon inhibition of Cdk1. Treating YRP1 cells with

GW400426 or Cdk1-asl cells with 1-NA-PP1 represses transcription of the genes in this

cluster to a similar degree (Figure 3.8, lanes 3,4,6). In contrast, the expression of these genes

does not change in wild-type, Pho&5-as 1, or Ipl1-asó cells treated with 1-NA-PP1 (Figure

3.8, lanes 5,7,9). Consistent with Cdk1's role as the primary CDK responsible for driving

cell cycle progression, this cluster is heavily enriched (79%) (Figure 3.6) in genes whose

transcription is known to be cell-cycle regulated(17). Furthermore, highly represented in this

cluster are entire suites of genes thought to be coordinately regulated by Cdk1 through

control of specific transcription factor complexes (e.g. SFF-dependent CLB2 mitotic

transcripts, MBF-dependent DNA repair/replication S-phase transcripts)(17,25)(Figure 3.15,

top).

2.
É 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
º:
9

# 0.05 -02
§ -0.4
* -0.6
: -0.8
>{-10
3.

Cluster C

Figure 3.8: Quantitation of mean expression ratios from cluster B in Figure 3.5.

GW400426 treatment also results in the induction (Figure 3.9, lanes 3,4) of a cluster

of genes (Figure 3.5, cluster B) that appears to correspond to inhibition of Pho85. When we

treated a Pho&5-asl strain with 5 MM 1NA-PP1, we observed a robust increase in expression
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of these genes (Figure 3.9, lane 7), a response lacking in the wild-type, Cdk1-as 1, or Ipl1-asó

strains (lanes 5, 6, 9 respectively). Cluster B includes many genes involved in the yeast

sensory response to phosphate starvation (Figure 3.15, bottom) whose expression is

controlled by Pho85 through its phosphorylation of the transcription factor Pho4(14). The

response to GW400426 is somewhat diminished in magnitude compared to the Pho&5-as1

inhibited strain (discussed below).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Cluster B

Figure 3.9: Quantitation of mean expression ratios from cluster C in Figure 3.5.

We sought to independently confirm the microarray data identifying Cdk1 as a target

of GW400426 by examining the phosphorylation state of a direct substrate of Cdk1

following inhibitor treatment. The origin of replication component Orcó is phosphorylated by

Cdk1 at the G1/S cell cycle transition and dephosphorylated during mitosis, resulting in the

presence of two phosphoisoforms in exponentially-growing cells(26). Treating Cdk1-asl

cells with 20MM 1-NM-PP1 results in the disappearance of the Cdk1-dependent

phosphoisoform (Figure 3.10). Similarly, in YRP1 cells treated with 20 pm GW400426 the

abundance of this phosphoisoform is greatly reduced (Figure 3.10). Thus, GW400426 blocks

the phosphorylation of a direct substrate of Cdk1.
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Cok1-as1 YRP1

I -II I
DMSO + - + -

1-NM-PP1 (20 um) - + - -

GW400426 (20p/M) -
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% upper 52 <1 54 19
% lower 48 >99 46 81

Figure 3.10: Western blot quantitating Orc6 phosphoisoforms present in Cdk1-as1 or YRP1
cells following treatment for 15 minutes with DMSO, 1-NA-PP1, or GW400426.

In principle, for a strictly linear pathway, both the microarray and Orc6

phosphorylation data could be the result of inhibition of either Cdk1 or a kinase upstream of

Cdk1. In S. cerevisiae, Cdk1 is regulated by binding to its cyclin following phosphorylation

by the CDK-activating kinase Cak1. Because Cak1 is known to be a branch point in

activation of multiple kinases including the RNA polymerase II C-terminal domain kinase

Kin28, we hypothesized that GW400426 was targeting Cdk1 and not the pleiotropic

upstream kinase Cak1. Nonetheless, using expressed and purified tagged versions of Cdk1

and Cak1 from baculovirus-infected insect cells we evaluated the ability of GW400426 to

inhibit these kinases in vitro. Strikingly, while GW400426 was a potent inhibitor of Cdk1

(ICso = 35 nM, [ATP) = 100 pm) it failed to inhibit Cak1 at concentrations up to 50 HM

(Figure 3.1). Taken together, these data strongly support Cdk1 as being an in vivo target of

GW400426.

While the identification of Cdk1 as a target of GW400426 was not a surprise given its

in vitro potency, GW400426 was only a modest inhibitor of Pho&5 in vitro (IC■ o = 1.5 p.M,
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[ATP) = 1 mM). To confirm Pho85 inhibition in cells, we took advantage of the fact that the

direct Pho&5 target, Pho4, is dephosphorylated upon Pho85 inhibition and is shuttled from

the cytoplasm to the nucleus(14) (Figure 3.11). We transformed Pho85-as1 or YRP1 cells

with an expression plasmid containing a Pho4–GFP fusion construct and monitored the

cellular localization of Pho4 using fluorescence microscopy. This test of Pho85 inhibition has

been demonstrated to be more sensitive than a transcriptional readout(27). Treatment of

YRP1 cells with GW400426 significantly increases the percent of cells (>60%) with nuclear

localization of Pho4–GFP compared to a DMSO control (10%) (Figure 3.12). In comparison,

roughly 80% of Pho&5-as1 cells treated with 1-NA-PP1 had nuclear-localized Pho4–GFP.

These results parallel the microarray data in suggesting that GW400426 inhibits Pho85 in

cells to a lesser degree than that observed in the Pho85-as 1 reference strain. Thus, for both

Cdk1 and Pho85, the microarray signature proved to be a suitable readout for in vivo

activities of these two kinases.
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T-NA-PP1

(82%)i
DMSO
(10%)

#
GW400426

(63%)

o ■ . 40 60 80% nuclear

Figure 3.12: Representative fields of cells following treatment for 15 minutes of Pho85-as1
or YRP1 cells expressing a Pho^{-GFP fusion construct with 5 p. M 1-NA-PP1, DMSO, or 20
HM GW400426. The percent of fluorescent cells with nuclear-localized Pho4–GFP is
quantified on the right.

Having established that GW400426 inhibits both Cdk1 and Pho85 in cells, we asked

whether we had fully accounted for the transcriptional effects from GW400426 treatment.

We queried the microarray data and identified a set of 76 genes repressed more strongly by

GW400426 treatment than by inhibition of either Cdk1 or Pho85 alone. A subset of these

genes are present in cluster E (Figure 3.5). We hypothesized that these genes might represent

either a signature of a third target of GW400426 or genes uniquely regulated by multiplex

inhibition of both Cdk1 and Pho&5. The latter possibility was intriguing because some of the

strongest signals in cluster E included genes encoding cyclins involved in the G1/S cell cycle

transition (PCLI, CLN2) as well as those involved with cell wall biogenesis (MCD4, CSI2).

Although Pho&5 does not have a well-defined role in the cell cycle, there is genetic evidence

that it may contribute to the G1/S transition. In yeast strains in which the G1 cyclins Cln1

ch
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and Cln2 have been deleted, Pho&5 and its associated cyclins Pcl1 and Pcl2 become essential

for cell cycle progression(28). Additionally, Pho85 has been implicated in monitoring cell

wall integrity(29).

To test whether the observed transcriptional effects were a result of a synthetic

interaction between Cdk1 and Pho&5, we constructed a yeast strain that allows for

simultaneous inhibition of Cdk1 and Pho&5. Treatment of this dual Cdk1-as 1/Pho&5-asl

strain with 5 puM 1-NA-PP1 (Figure 3.5, lane 8) results in a transcriptional profile is a closer

match to GW400426 treatment than inhibition of either kinase alone(Figure 3.14).

Furthermore, inhibition of the Cdk1-as1/Pho&5-as1 results in the repression of the majority

of the 70 genes identified above (Figure 3.13). Probing the functional relationships between

these repressed genes, we found that 76% were known to be cell-cycle regulated and nearly

80% (23/29) of those were G1 transcripts. These genes are also highly enriched (18) in those

that are known to be involved in yeast budding and morphogenesis. Thus, a portion of the

biological response to GW400426 comes from an unexpected chemically induced epistasis

between Cdk1 and Pho&5 specifically at the G1 phase of the cell cycle. While not revealing

an exact mechanism, these results suggest an active, not purely redundant, role for Pho&5 in

the regulation of a specific, functional set of cell cycle transcripts.
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3.3 Discussion

We have identified the cellular targets of the small molecule kinase inhibitor

GW400426 that together span the inhibitor's known biological activities by matching

biomarkers elicited by drug treatment to those elicited by specific pharmacological inhibition

of candidate targets. This drug-to-drug reference profile strategy has revealed in detail how

GW400426 acts through inhibition of the kinases Cdk1 and Pho85, both individually and in

tandem, to regulate specific sets of cellular transcripts in yeast (Figure 3.15).
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Figure 3.15: GW400426 elicits three distinct responses through inhibiton of yeast CDKs.
Representative functional sets of genes (found in Figure 2a, clusters C and B, and Figure 3c,
respectively) corresponding to cellular responses elicited from inhibition of Cdk1 (top),
Pho&5 (bottom), or both simultaneously (middle) by GW400426 are shown. Genes were
validated by comparison to inhibition of the corresponding analog-sensitive strain with 1
NA-PP1 (as shown on right).

We believe that this approach will be of general use in resolving the paradox between

using kinase inhibitors of unknown specificity as biological probes to study specific cellular

functions of those kinases. The crucial determination of whether a kinase-inhibitor
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interaction, identified either biochemically or from a genetic screen, is relevant under the

conditions that prevail within a cell can be made by using the analog-sensitive version of the

kinase, in the cell line or organism of interest, to link specific phenotypes from cell-based

assays to inhibition of that kinase. In particular, the identification of Pho85 as an in vivo

target of GW400426 despite its relatively poor in vitro potency illustrates the necessity of

using a cell-based readout of kinase inhibition to accurately evaluate cellular activity. This

apparent difference in in vitro vs. in vivo susceptibility might be explained by Pho85’s roles

in nutrient sensing, functions that could require a pathway output that is highly sensitive to

small modulations of kinase activity. In support of this hypothesis, the induction of Pho4–

regulated transcripts by GW400426 is reversed within 10 minutes of washing out the drug

(data not shown).

Analog-sensitive alleles offer a new avenue to identify or to discount synthetic

interactions arising from inhibition of multiple kinases within cells. The synthetic interaction

between Cdk1 and Pho&5 was revealed following our realization that the transcriptional

effects elicited by GW400426 treatment were incompletely explained by inhibition of Cdk1

and Pho&5 individually. Our results clearly illustrate the fundamental differences in this

instance between a cell’s response to small molecule inhibition of two kinases in a pathway

compared to inhibition of each kinase alone. This observation is relevant to the long

standing question of whether kinase inhibitors exert potent effects on cellular signaling

pathways because of, or in spite of, their lack of specificity. For instance, the drug Gleevec

is a potent Bcr-Abl inhibitor used for the treatment of chronic myelogenous leukemias

(CML) that has also shown potent in vitro inhibition of several other kinases including

KITC31). Due to the lack of Gleevec-resistant cases of CML observed clinically that arise
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from mutations in the KIT kinase(32), it has been assumed that Gleevec works exclusively

through inhibition of Bcr-Abl. However, an analog-sensitive version of BCR-Abl kinase has

recently been used to demonstrate that if the kinase KIT is present, as in some populations of

immature leukemic cells, simultaneous inhibition of both BCR-Abl and KIT by Gleevec is

required for effective suppression of cell growth (33). In contrast, inhibition of Bcr-Abl

alone suppresses the growth of mature myeloid cells, which do not express KIT. Thus,

analysis of the analog-sensitive allele of Bcr-Abl using growth as a biomarker suggests that

Gleevec may exert some of its therapeutic effects through inhibition of both Bcr-Abl and Kit.

Similarly, the prominence of kinases as key nodes in convergent signal transduction

pathways in diseases such as EGFR/HER2-mediated cancers suggests that inhibition of

multiplex inhibition of these kinases may be preferable, or even necessary, to block aberrant

signaling(34).

We believe that analog-sensitive alleles will be of use in identifying biomarkers

diagnostic of inhibition of individual kinases. These pharmacologically-derived reference

profiles, unlike reference profiles derived from genetic perturbations of candidate targets(11),

use perturbations that share the same ATP-competitive mechanism of action as most of the

kinase inhibitors now used therapeutically or as molecular probes. Indeed, previous studies

have demonstrated the incongruity of comparing transcriptional effects from chemical

inhibition of the catalytic activity of Cdk1(10) to heat-shift inactivation of a temperature

sensitive allele of Cdk1(23), a kinase that functions through its catalytic activity as well as

through protein-protein interactions (e.g. with FAR1, SIC1, CDC6, CKS1)(35). With more

widespread deployment of this technology using gene knock-ins to generate the necessary

mice or cell lines carrying analog-sensitive alleles of the relevant kinases, these chemical
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tools should aid in both target validation and elucidation of the true mechanisms of action of

protein kinase inhibitors.
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3.4 Materials and Methods - - -

Chemical synthesis
*

GW400426, 1-NA-PP1, and 1-NM-PP1 were synthesized as described(10). sº

Strains and plasmids ->
*—-

YRP1 was a gift from Karl Kulcher. Pho&5-as 1 and Cdk1-as 1 strains have been described >

previously(10, 12). The dual Cdk1-as 1/Pho85-asl strain was generated by integrating Cdk1- g

as 1 into the Pho85-as 1 strain using standard pop-in pop-out genetic techniques(13). Pho4–

GFP strains were generated by transforming a GFP-Pho4::URA3 plasmid(14) into Pho&5-asl

or YRP1 yeast and selecting on —URA plates. Ipl1-asó strain was created by first cloning, º
**.

via homologous recombination, the Ipl1 ORF with 250 base pairs of upstream and º
downstream sequence into a pKS316 plasmid (CEN-URA), simultaneously introducing the º "… º

M181G (Ipl1-as 1) mutation. The M181G T244G (Ipl1-asó) strain was created by Fº
-

QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis (Stratagene). The resulting plasmid was transformed ---. & )

into a diploid yeast strain with a heterozygous deletion of the IPL1 gene, the strain was Fº: -> º

sporulated, and the resulting spores were analyzed by tetrad dissection to identify haploid s eV.
sº

strains with both the IPL1 knockout and Ipl1-asó plasmid. SS
> -

L i.
Kinase ICso assays

Cdk1–His6 and MBP—Clb2 were purified as described previously(10). Varying Sº
concentrations of GW400426 were incubated for 10 min at 23 °C in a 25 pil reaction mixture sº s *"

containing 1 ng Cdk1-H6, 10 ng MBP-Clb2, 5 pig histone H1, 100 HM ATP, and 0.5 MCi of
-
º; |

[y*PIATP in kinase buffer (25 mM HEPES-NaOH pH 7.4, 10 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl, and tº ºn.

1 mM dithiothreitol). Pho&5 and Pho80 were purified recombinantly as a complex from E. ro.

coli and used to monitor phosphorylation of Pho4 as described(15). Reactions included 100 º :

º

º
*
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pM of the kinase complex, 3 HM Pho4, 1 mM ATP, and 86 nM [y*PIATP. All reaction

products were analyzed by 12% SDS-PAGE followed by autoradiography. For Cak1 IC,

determination, 10 ng GST-Cak1 was incubated with 84 ng GST-CDK2, 10 MM ATP, 5 MCi

[y*PIATP as described(16) except in 5% DMSO due to addition of inhibitor. All

quantitation was performed with a Storm 860 Phosphorimager (Molecular Dynamics).

Orcó phosphorylation

Exponentially growing Cdk1-asl or YRP1 cells were treated with either DMSO, 1-NA-PP1,

or GW400426 for 15 minutes. Cellular proteins were extracted into urea lysis buffer (20 mM

Tris pH 7.4, 7 M urea, 2 M thiourea, 4% CHAPS, 1 % DTT, 50 mM NaF, 80 mM BGP, 1

mM Na,VOA, 1 mM PMSF), run out on SDS-PAGE, and blotted to nitrocellulose. The blot

was probed with a monoclonal antibody against Orc6 (SB49, 1:1000) and visualized by ECL

after probing with an HRP-conjugated goat anti-mouse antibody (Pierce, 1:1500).

Densitometry quantitation was done using Image.J software (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij■ ).

Pho4-GFP Assay

Pho85-as1 or YRP1 cells carrying the Pho.4-GFP plasmid were grown under selection to an

OD of 0.5 and treated with 1% DMSO, 5 MM 1-NA-PP1 (Pho&5-asl), or 20 MM GW400426

(YRP1). Samples were analyzed with static microscopy 15 minutes after treatment. At least

100 cells were counted for each treatment.

Microarray analysis

Microarrays containing approximately 93% of yeast ORF full-length PCR products were

fabricated as described previously(4). Yeast cells of the appropriate strain were grown to an

OD of 0.7 and treated with either inhibitor or the equivalent volume of dimethyl sulfoxide for

ten minutes. The cells were collected by filtration and flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen. Yeast
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total RNA preparation was carried out using the hot acid phenol method

(http://www.microarrays.org). Selection for poly-adenylated messenger RNA was carried

out on 1 mg of total RNA using the OligoTex kit (Qiagen). First-strand cDNA synthesis was

carried out using StrataScript reverse transcriptase (Stratagene) in the presence of a

dNTP/amino-allyl-duTP (Sigma) mixture. The cDNA from paired samples was then labeled

with either Cy3 or Cy5 dyes and hybridized to the microarray as described previously(4).

Fluorescence ratios were obtained with an Axon 4000A scanner. For experiments denoted in

Figure 3.5 except for lane 9, each experiment was done in replicate with Cy3 and Cy5

labeling reversed between inhibitor and DMSO treatments in the replicate experiments.

“Dye-flipped” expression ratios were inverted and then averaged in log-space with their non

flipped counterparts. For Figure 3.5, lane 9 and for the time-course experiment in Figure 3.7,

cells were treated with either inhibitor or DMSO and hybridization was conducted between

each sample and cDNA generated from a common reference RNA sample. Ratios of

inhibitor:DMSO treatments at each time point were calculated in silico as above.

To identify functional clusters of genes as depicted in Figure 3.5, expression ratios

were converted to log-space and the data set was filtered to include genes whose expression

changed by 1.6-fold or more in at least two experiments. Genes were clustered with Cluster

3.0 software using average-linkage hierarchical clustering. For clarity, two columns of

redundant data used in the initial clustering have been omitted from Figure 3.5 and Figure

3.13. Cell-cycle regulated genes were annotated based on the assignment of Spellman et

al(17). Environmental stress response genes were annotated based on the assignment of

Gasch et al(18). Genes in Figure 3.13 were identified by filtering in Microsoft Excel using a

quantitative metric (see supplemental data for spreadsheet) as follows: Geometric mean of
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20/40 um GW400426 treatments >1.5 fold repressed, dual-inhibited strain >1.4-fold

repressed, <1.67 fold repression in Pho&5-asl or wild-type treatments, (average of Cdk1-asl
-

-

inhibited)/(Average GW400426 treatments)>1.3. *
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Chapter 4: Selective kinase inhibition by exploiting
differential response thresholds of two
CDKs in S. cerevisiae
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4.1 Introduction

Protein phosphorylation catalyzed by protein kinases is a major mechanism of signal

transduction within cells. Modulation of protein kinase activity using ATP-competitive small

molecule inhibitors is a key focus of molecularly targeted therapeutics as well as an

important tool for studying the cellular functions of protein kinases(1). A key challenge in

inhibitor asºn is to overcome the problems posed by the highly conserved ATP binding

pocket. In order to attain the requisite target specificity to elicit the desired cellular effects

while minimizing side effects, kinase inhibitors are usually optimized through biochemical

assays to achieve low nanomolar ICso values against their desired target(s). However,

biochemical assays are conducted under a limited set of conditions and cannot capture the

myriad factors that affect the potency of kinase inhibitors in the cellular environment.

Protein kinases couple external or internal signals to specific outputs such as gene

transcription or activation of effector proteins. A key question about signal transduction

mediated by protein kinases is the relationship between the level of activity of a kinase and

propagation of the downstream signal. The level of kinase activity necessary to send a signal

in a cell can be thought of as the intrinsic sensitivity of the pathway to perturbations in kinase

activity and is one factor that is not accounted for by in vitro optimization of kinase

inhibitors. In principle, differences in the intrinsic pathway sensitivity could be a mechanism

by which to selectively target kinases.

Differences in pathway inhibitory sensitivity would be expected to lie in the nature of

the signal integration that occurs to convert individual protein phosphorylation events into

specific biological responses. For instance, in S. cerevisiae, the phosphorylation of Sicl, an

inhibitor of the Cdk1-Clb CDK-cyclin complex, by Cdk1-Cln on more than six
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phosphorylation sites has been shown to be a mechanism by which yeast cells impose a

switch-like response at the G1-S transition(2). Similarly, the extent of phosphorylation of the

transcription factor Pho4 on one to four phosphorylation sites by the Pho85-Pho&0 CDK

cyclin complex controls the transcriptional efficiency of genes involved in the response to

various environmental stresses(3). These examples and others(4, 5) suggest that cellular

signaling pathways are sensitive to thresholds of kinase activity. In seeking to use small

molecules to block such signaling pathways, it is necessary to inhibit kinases beyond this

threshold, a point which we term the minimum inhibitory threshold (MIT). If an inhibitor is

added to cells at a dose which results in a level of inhibition of a kinase below the MIT, the

pathway will not be affected.

Here we asked whether differences in MITs of Cdk1 and Pho85 could be exploited to

achieve cellular specificity when in vitro discrimination between the kinases is not possible

due to the conserved nature of their binding sites. Cdk1 is an essential protein which

regulates each cell cycle transition in S. cerevisae. Pho&5, the most closely related kinase in

the yeast kinome to Cdk1, is not essential for normal cell proliferation but regulates nutrient

sensing and stress responses to phosphate deprivation. We report the identification of

GW297361, 1 (Figure 1a), an oxindole CDK inhibitor that elicits a Pho85-selective response

in cells despite having a 20-fold greater in vitro potency against Cdk1. We explored the

molecular basis for this selectivity and demonstrate that the Pho&5 signaling pathway is

exquisitely sensitive to perturbations in kinase activity. Thus, the ability of 1 to inhibit Pho85

but not Cdk1 in vivo reveals distinct thresholds for these kinases for chemical inhibition.

Systematic determination of the quantitative contribution of each kinase in a pathway to its

& J.
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biological output could reveal the nodes most sensitive to physiologically significant

inhibition by small molecules.

4.2 Results

In order to measure the cellular effects of Cdk1 and Pho&5 inhibitors, we used our

recently described strategy for determining the molecular targets of protein kinase

inhibitors(6). In that work, we used a chemical genetic method of potently and

monospecifically inhibiting an engineered kinase (an “analog-sensitive kinase”) along with

microarray profiling and other cell-based assays to identify molecular biomarkers diagnostic

of inhibition of that kinase. We showed that the CDK inhibitor GW400426, 1-TEG (Figure

4.2), inhibits both Cdk1 and Pho&5 kinases in the YRP1 yeast strain background. 1-TEG

inhibits yeast cell proliferation with an ECso of roughly 20 puM, an activity that is accounted

for by its potent inhibition of the essential kinase Cdk1 (ICso = 35 nM). 1-TEG treatment

also induces the nuclear localization of the GFP-tagged transcription factor Pho4 by

inhibiting its phosphorylation by Pho85, thus providing a sensitive fluorescence-based assay

to monitor inhibition of Pho&5.

We used these two cellular readouts to screen a small library of oxindole inhibitors

(Figure 4.1) originally developed as inhibitors of mammalian CDK2. We identified 1 as a

molecule that showed activity in the Pho4-GFP localization assay that was nearly

indistinguishable from 1-TEG (Figure 4.2). However, 1, despite sharing a high degree of

structural similarity to 1-TEG, did not inhibit yeast cell proliferation as evaluated by halo

assay (Figure 4.2), suggesting that it was not inhibiting Cdk1 within cells. We confirmed

these results by evaluating the ability of 1 to affect cellular proliferation in liquid culture. At
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concentrations up to 50 puM 1 did not measurably affect cell proliferation (Figure 4.3).
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Concentrations greater than 50 puM could not be evaluated due to solubility constraints. *
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Next, we assessed whether the observed cellular target specificity of 1 was reflected

by its in vitro potency against these two kinases. Surprisingly, we found that 1 is actually a

more potent inhibitor of Cdk1 (IC&I = 20 nM vs. IC■ oired = 35 nM) than 1-TEG.

Moreover, while 1 also inhibits Pho85 (ICso = 400 nM) more potently than 1-TEG (ICso =

1.5 mM), it does so 20-fold less potently than it inhibits Cdk1. Thus, the inhibitory activity of

1 against these two kinases within yeast cells is reversed from that predicted by in vitro

biochemical measurements. 1-TEG and 1 share very similar ICso values against a wide

variety of human kinases (Figure 4.4), suggesting that the inverted cellular target specificity

of 1 does not reflect an ability to bind kinases in a significantly different orientation.

IC.s (nM)
Kinase GW4004:26 GW297.361

(human)
CDK2 1.0 1.9
CDK4 245 300
CDK1 46 30
CDK9 162 10

ERK2 >4,400 >4,400
P38 >58,000 >58,000
LCK 6,150 n/a
SRC 1,700 930
VEGFR2 120 120

(yeast)
Colk1 35 20
PhoS5 1,500 400

Figure 4.4: IC50 values for GW297361 against a panel of human and yeast kinases.

While cell proliferation reflects the final outcome of Cdk1-mediated signal

transduction within the cell, we sought to understand in greater detail the cellular effects

elicited by 1. The regulation of cell proliferation by Cdk1 is a complex process involving the

phosphorylation of hundreds of substrates(7) that regulate the transcription of cell-cycle
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genes. We therefore examined both the global effects on gene transcription of 1 as well as its

impact on the phosphorylation of Orc6, a direct substrate of Cdk1.

We conducted whole-genome transcriptional profiling and examined the effects of 1

treatment on the transcription of a set of 213 genes whose expression is dependent on Cdk1 *—

activity. 1-TEG strongly represses the transcription of these genes (Figure 4.5, lanes 4 and *-

5), to a similar degree as from monospecific inhibition of Cdk1 (Cdk1-asl strain, lane 6),

while 1 has a much weaker repressive effect on these genes (Figure 4.5, lanes 2 and 3).

Similar results were obtained when we evaluated the expression of several Cdk1-dependent

genes (CLB2, CDC20, HOFI) using quantitative PCR (Figure 4.8). º
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Figure 4.5: Cluster of 213 genes whose expression is repressed upon inhibition of Cdk1.
Quantitation of mean log expression ratios is shown below each column.

In log phase cells, Orcó migrates as two distinct phosphoisoforms on SDS-PAGE that

** Present at approximately equal levels. Upon inhibition of Cdk1 by 1-TEG, most of the

Orces is converted to the faster-migrating isoform (lower: upper = 4:1) through

dep *osphorylation by cellular phosphatases(Figure 4.6). Upon treatment of YRP1 cells with

1, an intermediate level of the faster-migrating phosphoisoform was obtained (lower:upper =
2:1)
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Thus, 1 can inhibit Cdk1-dependent substrate phosphorylation and gene transcription

within cells, yet is unable to achieve a level of Cdk1 inhibition necessary to block cell

proliferation. These data also confirm that 1 is unable inhibit Cdk1 in cells as potently as 1

TEG despite an in vitro potency against Cdk1 that is greater than that of 1-TEG. That 1 has

a quantitatively significant, yet diminished in comparison to 1-TEG, effect on biomarkers

diagnostic of Cdk1 inhibition supports the idea that the threshold for Cdk1 inhibition is set at

such a level that is sufficient to buffer against small changes in Cdk1-mediated

phosphorylation and transcription.

Cok1-asl YRP1

I II- I
DMSO + - + - -

1-NM-PP1 (20 HM) - + - - -

1 (20 HM) -
- - + -

1-TEG (20 um) -
- - - +

-–-E-- *-Orº
% upper 52 <1 54 34 19
% lower 48 >99 46 66 81

Figure 4.6: Western blot quantitating Orc6 phosphoisoforms present in Cdk1-asl or YRP1
cells following treatment for 15 minutes with DMSO, 1-NA-PP1, 1-TEG or 1.

Next, we evaluated the effect of 1 on Pho85-mediated signaling by monitoring a set

of Pho4-dependent genes involved in the response to low phosphate conditions that are

induced upon inhibition of Pho85. We had previously found that 1-TEG treatment results in

a modest induction in gene expression compared to monospecific inhibition of Pho&5 in a

Pho&5-as1 strain, consistent with its observed ICso value (1.5 puM) against Pho85 in vitro.

While 1 is a slightly better inhibitor (IC3) = 400 nM) of Pho85 in vitro than 1-TEG, it
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induces the transcription of these genes to a similar degree (Figure 4.7). These results, along * - 4.

with the Pho4–GFP localization data, show that 1 treatment induces a similar phenotypic

output when looking at Pho85 downstream signaling and are consistent with 1 inhibiting

Pho85 in cells to a similar or somewhat lesser degree compared to 1-TEG. Furthermore, it is

clear that inhibition of Pho85 by either 1-TEG or 1 is incomplete, as comparison with a

Pho85-as1 strain treated with 1-NA-PP1 results in both a stronger transcriptional and Pho.4-

localization response (Figure 4.7, Figure 4.9). This is most likely the result of the relative

impermeability of the oxindole scaffold to the yeast cell wall compared to the pyrazolo

pyrimidine scaffold of PP1 derivatives(6). #:
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Figure 4.7: Cluster of 27 genes whose expression is induced upon inhibition of Pho85.

One factor that might begin to explain the inverted target specificity of 1 is the

relative cellular concentrations of the two kinases within cells. If the concentration of Pho&5

was much greater than that of Cdk1, it could compensate for the difference in biochemical

affinity(8). However, quantitative measurements of the concentrations of these two kinases

under virtually identical growth conditions shows that both Cdk1 and Pho85 are present at

nearly equal levels(9). Moreover, any viable explanation must account for the inhibition of

both Cdk1 and Pho&5 by 1-TEG, a molecule with roughly equivalent in vitro potency as 1.

:
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One such explanation would be if 1-TEG was able to achieve greater intracellular

concentrations than 1. This explanation would rely on a difference in MITs between Cdk1

and Pho85; 1 reaches a steady-state cellular concentration which is high enough to activate

Pho85 signaling while being insufficient to inhibit Cdk1 and block cellular proliferation. An

alternative explanation would rely on a difference in the kinetic requirements of kinase

activation and deactivation for signal propagation in these two pathways. This model would

suggest that 1 is only transiently taken up in the cells before being transported out, with

transient inhibition of Pho85 being enough to result in a long-lived transcriptional output

while sustained inhibition is required to block Cdk1 signaling.

To probe these two possibilities, we first investigated the dynamic properties of the

Pho&5 signaling pathway. Previous work in our lab had showed that that nuclear localization

of Pho4–GFP induced by inhibition of Pho&5-as1 with 1-NA-PP1 is rapidly reversed by

washing out the drug(10). Quantitative PCR experiments monitoring the expression of

Pho&5 and Cdk1-dependent genes (SPL2, PHO11, PHO89, CLB2, CDC20, HOF1)

confirmed that within 10 minutes of washout of cells treated with 1-TEG, the Pho&5

transcriptional signature is quickly abrogated whereas the Cdk1 signature is sustained (Figure

4.8, right). These results demonstrate that it is the Pho85 signaling pathway that is rapidly

switchable between activated and repressed states. Furthermore, we examined the

localization of Pho-1–GFP over a time course of 1 treatment and found the induced nuclear

localization to be persistent (Figure 4.9) over three hours. These experiments strongly

suggest that 1 inhibits Pho85 in a sustained fashion.
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Figure 4.8: Quantitative PCR measurements of expression changes in three markers of º º
Pho85 inhibition (SPL2, PHO11, PHO89) and Cdk1 inhibition (CLB2, CDC20, HOFI) upon ºt -
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Next, we focused on the explanation that 1-TEG is present at greater concentrations º

within yeast cells than 1. The ethylene glycol motif that differentiates 1-TEG from 1 is a º
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common chemical substituent used to modulate a compound's logP value to optimize its

pharmacokinetic properties. It is difficult to precisely evaluate the concentrations of small

molecules within cells due to the complex factors (permeability, efflux, subcellular

localization, etc.) involved. Given the shared oxindole scaffold between 1-TEG and 1, we

reasoned that the yeast generic environmental stress response (ESR) to the presence of

foreign molecules might make a reasonable surrogate marker to approximate the intracellular

concentrations of these molecules. When we examined the expression of genes involved in

the ESR(11) upon treatment with 1-TEG or 1, we found that at 20 puM 1 had a slightly

diminished response in both induction and repression of ESR genes (Figure 4.10). At 40

puM, the responses of 1-TEG and 1 were very similar. These data suggest that 1 may be less

biovailable than 1-TEG. However, the similarity in the ESR response between 1-TEG at

both concentrations, 1 at 40 puM, and 1-NA-PP1 at 5-20 puM (data not shown) suggests that

the upper limit of the ESR response has been reached, and these markers are not suitable to

make conclusive judgments about the concentration of the molecules within the cell. .
}
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Figure 4.10: Effects of 1-TEG and 1 on expression of genes involved in the yeast t

environmental stress response (ESR). 20 AM treatment with 1 results in a milder response -

than 40 puM 1 or treatment with 1-TEG, providing indirect evidence that 1 has reduced l
bioavailability in YRP1 yeast. tº-2

Any enhanced bioavailability of 1-TEG could in principle be conferred due to a º

change in a physico-chemical property such as the superior solubility in DMSO and aqueous ; -V.
media of 1-TEG compared to 1, or could result from a discrete molecular recognition event } º
mediated by the TEG moiety that results in enhanced bioactivity in yeast, such as inhibition } *. º

of an efflux pump or recognition by an importer. There is some precedent for the latter Sº
º

scenario, as long-chain alkyl esters of AMP were found to cause cytotoxic effects in yeast ~

due to modulation of a signalling pathway that activates a plasma membrane proton

pump(12). The TEG group found on 1-TEG is a distinct SAR element in this series of tº

molecules as we had found that all three molecules with anti-proliferative activity in our º

screen contained a similar polyethelene glycol (PEG) moiety coupled to the sulfonamide º
moiety while molecules with other substituents did not (Figure 4.11). º
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In an attempt to distinguish between the two possibilities, we synthesized TEG

containing “molecular chimeras” to see if the TEG moiety would confer enhanced bioactivity

in yeast in a general fashion to small molecules. We first synthesized 1-NM-TEG, a

derivative of 1-NM-PP1 (Figure 4.12). As 1-NM-PP1 is already able to cross the yeast cell

wall, we were interested in seeing if attaching the TEG moiety would further enhance its

potency against analog-sensitive kinases.
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Using a standard halo assay, we found that 1-NM-TEG failed to suppress yeast cell

proliferation as potently as 1-NM-PP1 when applied at the same concentration (Figure 4.13,

top). However, we also found that 1-NM-TEG (ICso = 240 nM) is a much weaker inhibitor

than 1-NM-PP1 (ICso = 3 nM) of Cdk1-as1 in vitro, consistent with known structure-activity

relationships for PP1 analogs(13). Therefore, we asked whether 1-NM-TEG demonstrated

unusually high potency within cells given its weaker in vitro potency. We assessed the

inhibitory properties of 2-NM-PP1, a molecule with an in vitro potency against Cdk1-asl

very similar to 1-NM-TEG (ICso = 280 nM). Treatment of YRP1 cells with 2-NM-PP1

resulted in a halo virtually identical to that of 1-NM-TEG treatment, demonstrating that in
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this series of molecules in vitro inhibitory potency translated directly to in vivo efficacy

(Figure 4.13, bottom) irrespective of the TEG moiety.

'' o 0.
tº- ----------

1-NM-PP1
1-NM-TEG:

2-NM-PP1

Ice (nM)
Molecule Colk1-as■

1-NM-PP1 3
2-NM-PP1 280
1-NM-TEG 240

Figure 4.13: Halo assays showing effects on cellular proliferation of 1-NM-PP1, 2-NM-PP1,
and 1-NM-TEG treated Cdk1-asl cells. In this series of molecules, in vitro potency closely
tracks the cellular efficacy.

Next, we synthesized a TEG-conjugated fluorescein fluorophore (Figure 4.12, TEG

F). Fluorescein, like 1, is normally unable to cross the cell wall of wild-type (data not

shown). We asked whether TEG-F would be able to penetrate YRP1 yeast by treating YRP1

yeast with either TEG-F or a methylated fluorescein conjugate (Me-F) at concentrations up to

100 HM and visualized the cells with fluorescence microscopy. Yeast-permeable forms of

fluorescein such as fluorescein diacetate (FDA) are taken up and hydrolyzed to the

fluorescent species within 15 minutes by intracellular esterases (Figure 4.14). In contrast, we

found that there were few, if any, cells that took up either TEG-F or Me-F after 15

minutes(Figure 4.14). After 45 minutes, the small (<5%) percentage of cells that
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demonstrated fluorescein uptake appeared to be dead stationary phase cells that presumably

had compromised membrane permeability. Consistent with this notion, the fluorescence in

these cells did not become localized to discrete cellular compartments, as seen in the FDA

treated cells. At all concentrations, the cell permeability of Me-F and TEG-F were

indistinguishable. Thus, the TEG moiety failed to confer novel permeability characteristics

to the fluorophore.

.g.
E

un

100 HM Me-F 100 HM TEG-F 100 HM FDA
(<1%) (<1%) (>95%)

.8
E

u■ )
<!-

100 HMTEG-F 100 HM FDA
(<5%) (>95%)

Figure 4.14: Fluorescence microscopy images of cells treated with indicated compounds at
15 or 45 minutes.

Our experiments suggest that there appears to be no discrete molecular recognition

event mediated by the TEG group that confers enhanced bioactivity to 1-TEG over 1.

Although there are other plausible explanations that we cannot rule out at this time, our
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results are consistent with a model in which the cellular target specificity of 1 in budding

yeast is governed by its poor bioavailability due to its pharmacokinetic properties. 1 is

unable to achieve the cellular concentrations necessary to inhibit Cdk1 while still able to

activate the Pho85-mediated environmental sensing response.

One prediction of this model would be that it should be possible to identify a dose at

which 1-TEG would have the same cellular effects as 1, e.g. inhibition of Pho&5 but not of

Cdk1. However, we were unable to identify such a dose. Treatment of YRP1 cells with 5

HM of 1-TEG results in nearly no biological response as measured by microarray

profiling(6). This may reflect the underlying and often underappreciated complexity of

cellular permeability to small molecules. Cellular phenotypes were only observed for the

oxindole series of compounds described in this paper, and a previously described series of

purine-based CDK inhibitors(14), in the drug-sensitized yeast strain YRP1, which contains

disruptions of two genes encoding small molecule efflux pumps (SNQ2A, PDR5A) and one

gene (ERG6A) involved in the biosynthesis of ergosterol, a key component of the cell

membrane. Treatment of wild-type strains (Figure 4.15) and yeast strains harboring any two

gene disruptions (data not shown) failed to elicit any cellular response. Thus, even in YRP1

yeast, the concentration of oxindole-based inhibitors such as 1-TEG and 1 within the cell is

unlikely to correspond linearly to the concentration added to the media. Recent studies have

demonstrated that estrogen, and perhaps other lipophilic hormones, rely on active transport,

not passive diffusion, to enter mammalian cells. These revelations about such a well-studied

molecule illustrate that the mechanisms underlying small molecule bioavailability are

complex and poorly understood(15).

º
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Figure 4.15: GW297361 is totally inert in wild-type yeast while inducing a strong
transcriptional response in YRP1 yeast.

4.3 Discussion

We have described an approach to targeting protein kinases that relies on the

inhibitory sensitivity of cellular signaling pathways to modulation of kinase activity rather

than the relative binding affinities of a small molecule to the kinases within a cell. By

comparison to the structurally similar inhibitor 1-TEG, whose cellular targets were well

defined based on previous studies using chemical genetic analysis in our lab, we have

identified 1 as a CDK inhibitor that specifically elicits Pho&5-dependent responses within

yeast cells, thus exhibiting a dramatically different cellular specificity profile than predicted

based on its in vitro profile.

We hypothesize that the precise cell cycle transitions governed by Cdk1-cyclin

complexes might have evolved to be highly resistant to biological noise, and therefore to

chemical inhibition as well. The role of Pho85 in environmental sensing pathways might

require that its pathway respond to even small changes in catalytic activity as a measure of



fluctuations in extracellular phosphate concentration(16). As seen in Figure 4.16, the MIT to

achieve a biological response due to Pho85 inhibition might be expected to be smaller than

that for Cdk1. The mechanism for the inversion in target specificity of 1 appears to be

through exploitation of the relative inhibitory sensitivities of Cdk1 and Pho85 (Figure 4.16).

To our knowledge, this is the first example of a kinase inhibitor to be shown to achieve its

target specificity using this mechanism.
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% Cak1 inhibition

(i) Improve potency for PhoS5
(ii) Improve potency for Cdk1
(iii) Increase cellular concentration
of inhibitor without changing

(ii) Cak1/Phob5 selectivity

Figure 4.16: Model to explain cellular effects of 1-TEG and 1 within the cell. The x and y
axes show the percent inhibition of Cdk1 and Pho&5, respectively. The minimum inhibitory
threshold (MIT) of Cdk1 necessary to block cell proliferation (~75%, shaded in blue) is
higher than the MIT of Pho&5 to cause Pho.4 nuclear localization (~30%, shaded in red). 1
TEG is able to block both kinases within yeast cells and falls within the purple area. If an
inhibitor is dosed at a concentration to achieve >30% inhibition of Pho&5 and <75%
inhibition of Cdk1, than it would be able to selectively inhibit Pho85 despite having no
apparent selectivity using in vitro biochemical assays (as illustrated by 1).
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Our experiments demonstrate that the Pho85 signaling pathway is rapidly switchable

between activated and repressed states, with even partial inhibition of Pho85 being a

sufficient trigger to activate downstream signaling. In contrast, chemical inhibition of Cdk1

by 1-TEG resulted in sustained repression of its transcriptional program even after wash out

of the drug, consistent with our previous observation that Cdk1-asl cells in cell cycle arrest

through inhibition by 1-NA-PP1 will re-enter the cell cycle only after a considerable delay

following removal of the inhibitor(17). The biochemical explanation for these observations

may lie in the kinase/phosphatase balance in the two pathways(18). The cell cycle transitions

orchestrated by Cdk1, through phosphorylation of hundreds of substrates, are irreversible

processes in which a significant fraction of Cdk1 substrates are regulated by other

mechanisms besides an opposing phosphatase, such as proteolytic degradation(7). In

contrast, the rapid reversibility of the Pho85-Pho4 pathway is consistent with tight coupling

to a cellular phosphatase, which may be required for efficient adaptation to changes in the

cellular environment. Thus, the differential inhibitory sensitivity may have evolved due to

fundamental differences in the signaling dynamics of the two pathways.

Our results also illustrate that the use of cell-based assays is critical to accurately

assess the molecular targets of small molecule kinase inhibitors. Conclusions about a small

molecule's activity within the cell may change depending on whether one is using cell

proliferation, phosphorylation of a downstream target, transcription, etc. as a biomarker to

read out inhibition of a given kinase. For instance, 1 is unable to block yeast cell

proliferation, but it has a quantitatively significant effect on Orc6 phosphorylation and

transcription of Cdk1-controlled genes. Comparison of the changes in these biomarkers

elicited by 1-TEG and 1 and by 1-NA-PP1 in a Cdk1-as1 strain helps to define inhibitory
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thresholds that must be achieved at multiple levels of signal propagation in order to effect a

block of cell proliferation.

The identification of hypersensitive kinase pathways may play an important role in

selecting targets for inhibitor design. These kinases may themselves be attractive targets or

they may need to be included as anti-targets in the process of lead optimization to minimize

off-target side effects. Identification of hypersensitive pathways will require detailed

quantitative analysis of the role of kinase activation in downstream signaling. Already, it is

apparent that even closely related kinases may have significant differences in their network

properties and therefore may respond differently to pharmacological inhibition. For instance,

elegant studies in Xenopus oocytes have shown that activation of the MAP kinase JNK by

progesterone stimulation occurs in a manner whereby in a population of oocytes, each

individual oocyte either has full JNK activation or none(5). In contrast, a recent report

demonstrates that mammalian ERK MAP kinase activity increases in a graded fashion in

response to agonist, with subsequent switch-like behavior regulated on the level of gene

transcription(4).

It remains to be seen if kinases involved in certain cellular functions (such as nutrient

sensing by Pho85) are more likely to be hypersensitive to inhibition. In this vein, one could

speculate that the early identification of relatively specific inhibitors of the stress-activated

p38 MAP kinase proceeded partially due to p38's roles in regulating inflammation

pathways(19). Our current efforts to elucidate the functions of protein kinases using

chemical genetic analysis should aid in the process of systematically identifying and

dissecting the signaling dynamics of such pathways. However, the relevant questions for

drug discovery are how one measures the degree of inhibition of a kinase within a cell, and
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what level of pharmacological inhibition is necessary to affect the signaling output in a

therapeutically meaningful way. Chemical tools such as specific, covalent inhibitors of

protein kinases combined with chemical genomic profiling may allow us to address these

questions in a quantitative fashion.

4.4 Materials and Methods

Chemical synthesis

1-TEG, 1, 1-NA-PP1, and 1-NM-PP1, 4-(naphthalen-1-ylmethyl)-1H-pyrazolo[3,4-

d]pyrimidine, GW400426 (1-TEG) and GW297361 (1) were synthesized as described(20,

21).

Methyl ether tetraethylene glycol amine was synthesized as described(22). To synthesize

TEG-F and Me-F, FAM-SE (1 eq) and methyl ether tetraethylene glycol amine (1.2 eq) or

methylamine (1.2 eq) were dissolved in DMF and the reaction was allowed to stir 4 hrs at

room temperature. Following removal of DMF in vacuo the reaction products were purified

by HPLC and lyophilized. ESI/MS analysis confirmed formation of the expected product.

1-NM-TEG was synthesized by reacting methyl ether tetraetylene glycol tosylate with Libr.

The crude brominated product was coupled to H-1-NM in DMF with K2CO3. Products were

purified by HPLC and lyophilized. ESI/MS analysis confirmed formation of the expected

product.

Strains and plasmids

YRP1 was a gift from Karl Kulcher (Vienna University, Vienna, Austria). Pho&5-as 1, Cdk1

as 1 and dual Cdk1-as1/Pho85-asl have been described previously(6, 10, 17).
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Kinase ICso assays

Cdk1-Clb2 and Pho85-Pho80 kinase assays were performed as described to determine IC50

values for 1-TEG and 1(17).

Orc6 phosphorylation

Exponentially growing Cdk1-asl or YRP1 cells were treated with either DMSO, 1-NA-PP1,

1-TEG, or 1 for 15 minutes. Cellular proteins were extracted into urea lysis buffer (20 mM

Tris pH 7.4, 7 M urea, 2 M thiourea, 4% CHAPS, 1 % DTT, 50 mM NaF, 80 mM BGP, 1

mM Na,VO, 1 mM PMSF), run out on SDS-PAGE, and blotted to nitrocellulose. The blot

was probed with a monoclonal antibody against Orc6 (SB49, 1:1000) and visualized by ECL

after probing with an HRP-conjugated goat anti-mouse antibody (Pierce, 1:1500).

Densitometry quantitation was done using Image.J software (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij■ ).

Pho4-GFP Assays

Pho85-asl or YRP1 cells carrying the Pho4–GFP plasmid were grown under selection to an

OD of 0.5 and treated with 5 p.M 1-NA-PP1, or 20 MM 1-TEG (YRP1). Samples were taken

at each time point and analyzed with static microscopy. At least 50 cells were counted for

each treatment.

Microarray analysis

Microarray preparation and experimental procedures were performed, and clusters from

Figure 2 were identified as described(6).

Quantitative PCR

Sequences for 5’-3’ and 3’-5’ primers were as follows: ACT 1:

TCACTATTGGTAACGAAAGATTCAG, AAGCCAAGATAGAACCACCAATCCA.

SPL2: AGAGTGCAGGAGGCTCAATC, TCGTCAATGACACAGTCGTTC.
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PHO11: TCCAGTGTTCCAATGACACC, AGTTACTGACGCTGCTGACG.

PHO89: TCGGTTCTCCAAGCCATTAC, AAGGCAACACCACCATAAGC.

CLB2: ATCAACAGCCGCACAAGAG, CATGCTGGATTATCTCCTTCG.

CDC20. TGTGGAATGCCACCACTG, AATGAACCGATACGGACACC.

HOF1: AACCAAGGCCGATTGTTG, GGCCATTGAACTTACGGATG.

Yeast log-phase cultures were treated with DMSO, 20 MM 1-TEG, or 20 puM 1 for 10

minutes, harvested by centrifugation, and frozen at —80°C. RNA was isolated by hot

phenol/chloroform extraction. 1 pig of RNA was resuspended in a total volume of 10 ML

with 250 nM of 3’-5’ primer and heated to 70° C for 10 minutes. The reverse transcription

was carried out using StrataScript enzyme (Stratagene) according to the manufacturer’s

instructions at 50° C for 45 minutes. Following ethanol precipitation, reaction products were

amplified in a GeneMachines (MJ Research) thermal cycler in the presence of SYBR Green

dye (Molecular Probes). Quantitation was carried out by comparing measured cycle

threshold values with those from a dilution series of a standard template and normalized to

ACT1 levels.
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Chapter 5: Covalent inhibitors of engineered kinases
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5.1 Introduction

Protein phosphorylation catalyzed by protein kinases is the predominant mechanism

of information transfer within cells. The ability to conditionally modulate the activity of

protein kinases is a powerful method to study kinase function. While great efforts have been

made to identify specific inhibitors of protein kinases, such inhibitors are elusive due to the

large size of the protein kinase superfamily and the conserved nature of the ATP-binding

pocket targeted by most kinase inhibitors. Thus, genetic approaches to study kinase function,

whether via gene deletion or more recently by the use of siRNAs, have been the predominant

method by which to study kinase functions. While offering great precision in the abrogation

of kinase activity, these genetic pertubations of kinase function occur on a relatively slow

time scale compared to small molecule inhibition and as such are subject to biological

compensation which may confound functional analysis(1).

Over the last several years, our lab has developed a chemical genetic system to enable

the rapid and systematic generation of conditional alleles of protein kinases that allows for

the potent and monospecific pharmacological inhibition of individual kinases. A functionally

silent mutation in the ATP active site sensitizes a protein kinase (an analog-sensitive allele)

to specific inhibition by the small molecules 1-NA-PP1 or 1-NM-PP1. Using this approach

has led to the elucidation of the cell biology of kinases in a number of different signaling

pathways (refs).

Although 1-NA-PP1 and related analogues have proven to be highly useful molecular

probes of kinase function, we sought to develop a chemical genetic method of specifically

and irreversibly inhibiting the activity of a kinase of interest. We envisioned that covalent

inhibitors would allow us to directly address the question, raised in Chapter 4 of this
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dissertation, of the amount of kinase activity necessary for signal propagation in a given

signal transduction pathway. The reasons why this question cannot be probed with the PP1

analogs are diagrammed in Figure 5.1. The concentration of reversible inhibitors within cells

cannot be known due to the confounding factors of the fraction that is able to cross the cell

membrane and the rate of transport out of the cell or inactivating metabolism within the cell.

Furthermore, following inhibition of a kinase using such inhibitors, any attempt to quantitate

the level of kinase activity that requires cellular lysis would result in diffusion of the inhibitor

away from the kinase active site and thus, loss of the inhibitory information(Figure 5.2). In

contrast, if specific covalent inhibitors of protein kinases could be developed, both the

bioavailability and loss of inhibitory information concerns would be largely circumvented by

the fact that inhibition of the kinase results in its irreversible labeling by a small molecule.

Cell lysis followed by immunoprecipitation of the kinase of interest would, in principle,

allow the measurement of the percent of inhibited kinase at the time that any phenotypic

measurement was made(Figure 5.2).

Cell

o o lysis
º º -- Output

- C -
º
*-*. ,--

[known concentration]

Figure 5.1: Even when adding a known concentraton of a small molecule to cells, the
intracellular concentration remains unknown due to factors affecting both drug entry into the
cell as well as transport out of the cell.
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Add inhibitor to cells and measure phenotype of interest

< T_i= <-->
CT GE,

Cell lysis and immunoprecipitation
of kinase

o- o
Inhibitory information lost Inhibitory information retained

Figure 5.2: Hypothetical experiment illustrating how covalent inhibition may help establish º,
the percentage of kinase inhibition necessary to elicit a measured cellular response. º

In addition, benefits of having covalent inhibitors of kinase activity may include , J

greater potency, increased duration of action, and the ability to conduct inhibitory studies ,--
º

without the sustained presence of a small molecule. One recent report suggests that the use W.Q ). '''
of covalent inhibitors of EGFR may overcome mutations that confer resistance to reversible Li
agents such as Iressa(2).

In order to develop covalent chemical genetic inhibitors of engineered kinases, we º
*—

decided to use the acrylamide-containing quinazoline PD168393(3), a potent and specific .."

EGFR inhibitor, as a model. PD168393 acts by forming a covalent adduct with a cysteine º
AT■residue (C773) in the EGFR active site that is present in only a small handful of other human

kinases(Figure 5.3). We asked whether introducing a cysteine at the position corresponding

to C773 in another kinase would confer sensitivity to PD168393-like molecules.

. . . . . .
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Figure 5.3: Mechanism of inhibition of EGFR by PD168393. The bond marked in red is
formed by the Michael addition of the thiol from C773 to the electrophilic acrylamide moiety
in PD168393.

The targeting of cysteine residues within kinase active sites as a specificity element

was the basis for the development of a highly specific covalent inhibitor of the Rsk1 and

Rsk2 kinases, as reported by the Taunton and Shokat labs(4). Other groups have engineered

cysteine residues into proteins for use in identifying small molecule ligands of IL-2(5)

(“tethering”) and to engineer an allele-specific version of the cyclophilin A-cyclosporin A

receptor complex(6) (“proximity-accelerated alkylation”. Here we report the design and

synthesis of potent small molecule inhibitors that specifically and covalently inhibit an

engineered form of the Fyn tyrosine kinase. These inhibitors may represent a novel set of

chemical genetic tools to enable analysis of the functional consequences of irreversible

inhibition of protein kinase activity.

5.2 Results

Modeling conducted by Dr. Chao Zhang in the Shokat lab suggested that introduction

of such a cysteine residue would position the cysteine in close proximity to the electrophilic

acrylamide moiety(Figure 5.6). Furthermore, these models suggested that changing the
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meta-bromoaniline substituent found in PD168393 to a larger, bulkier substituent would

allow inhibitors to access the binding pocket created by the as-1 mutation.

EGFr

Fyn

Alignment of EGFr and Fyn
C773

CLTSTVQLITQLMPFGCLLDYV
VSEEP I YIVTEYMNHCGS LLDFL

S349

Figure 5.4: Protein sequence alignment of EGFR and Fyn showing the gatekeeper residue
(red) and the cysteine residue that is labelled in EGFR by PD168393 (blue). This residue
corresponds to S349 in Fyn.

Figure 5.5: Schematic showing strategy for design of covalent inhibitors of engineered Fyn
kinases.

* -> CLsite-directed -

Fyn mutagenesis Fyn-asl (T342G)

Fyn S349C site-directed Fyn-asl S349C
mutagenesis
–P-Cº. Cº
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Quinazoline inhibitor

Fyn T342G S349C model
-

-

-
SS_CO

Troº

Figure 5.6: Modeling showing 2-NA-PD docked into the Fyn-asl S349C active site. At left
is the crystal structure of Cdk2 bound to a quinazoline-based reversible inhibitor.

Using molecular modeling as a guide, we synthesized a panel of PD168393 analogs

that contained various substituents at a position proximal to the pocket created by the as-1

mutation. The smallest derivative synthesized contained a phenyl ring as the R-group while

larger substituents included t-butyl-phenyl and biphenyl moieties (Figure 5.7).

.."
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Figure 5.7: Analogs of PD168393 designed to inhibit cysteine-containing as-alleles of Fyn.
& J.

We chose to engineer the Src-famiy kinase Fyn to test our approach (Figure 5.5). The

Fyn kinase was chosen due to the fact that crystal structures of the related kinases Src and Ç º

Hck were available. Additionally, the residue corresponding to C773 in Fyn is serine 349. º
We were concerned that mutation of active site residues might render kinases catalytically º º,

inactive; a serine to cysteine mutation would be expected to be fairly conservative. We Sº
expressed the wild-type Fyn, Fyn-as 1, Fyn S349C and Fyn-as 1 S349C as GST fusion s º

proteins in A. coli. Purification over glutathione-agarose beads afforded enough kinase to sºA
test using an activity assay measuring the transfer of P* from Y-phosphate-labeled ATP to a cº

peptide substrate. Using this assay, we found that all the purified proteins were active, o, d

although the double mutant Fyn-as 1 S349C demonstrated consistently lower (~4-fold) º
(T,)

|
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activity than the other constructs. It was unclear whether this was due to a difference in

activity or protein expression.

Next, we screened the molecules for inhibition of the Fyn and Fyn mutants in vitro.

We identified the t-butyl-PD compound to be a potent inhibitor of Fyn-asl S349C (IC50=25

nM), but a poor inhibitor of Fyn, Fyn S349C, or Fyn-as 1(Figure 5.9). In contrast, phenyl

PD, the analog with the smallest R-group, was a strong and equipotent inhibitor of both Fyn

S349C and Fyn-asl S349C while being a poor inhibitor of Fyn and Fyn-asl (Figure 5.8).

Importantly, in even the small panel of inhibitors in our initial screen, we found that those

inhibitors with substituents larger than phenyl were consistently more potent against Fyn

mutants with the as-1 gatekeeper mutation than those with the wild-type residue (Figure

5.10). Furthermore, we found that when comparing Fyn to Fyn S349C or Fyn-as 1 to Fyn-asl

S349C, all the acrylamide-containing inhibitors consistently targeted the cysteine-containing

protein more potently. These two structure-activity relationship (SAR) trends suggested that

our chemical genetic design was successful in predicting suitable sites for addition of bulky

substituents on the inhibitor and for placement of the nucleophilic cysteine residue in the

kinase active site.
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Figure 5.10: ICso chart for analogs of PD168393 against Fyn and Fyn mutant kinases.

If our model of how these inhibitors were acting was correct, one prediction would be

that quinazoline inhibitors that didn't include the acrylamide moiety would no longer be able

to distinguish between cysteine and non-cysteine containing Fyn mutants. We measured the

ICso values for the nitrosylated intermediate shown in Figure 5.11 and found that this was

indeed the case, as the ICso values between Fyn and Fyn S349C or Fyn-as1 and Fyn-as1

S349C were similar.
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Figure 5.12: Inhibition of EGFR or EGFR-as3 autophosphorylation by PD168393 or t-butyl
PD upon stimulation with EGF in NIH3T3 cells.

We were curious to see whether the cysteine mutation that sensitized Fyn to these

PD168393 derivatives could be carried over into other kinases.

genetic manipulation possible in S. cerevisiae, we first sought candidates in that organism to

engineer. Because of our success with mutation of S349C in Fyn, we looked for kinases in

yeast that had a serine at this position. Fortuitously, it turned out that three of the kinases in

the yeast MAP kinase signaling pathway, SZŽ7, S72//, and SZŽ20 have serine residues at

the analogous position (Figure 5.13).

|

|
T342 in Fyn

S349 in Fyn

STE20 VIMEYMEGG: LTDVVTHC
STE7 ILMEYSDCG-LDKILSVY
STE11 IF LEYVPGGSVSSMLNNY
FYN IVTEYMNKGS LLDFLKDG

Figure 5.13: Protein sequence alignment of three yeast kinases involved in the mating
pathway with Fyn. Highlighted are the gatekeeper residue and the residue corresponding to
S349 in Fyn.

Because of the ease of
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We first examined the yeast MAP kinase kinase Ste7, involved in signaling in both

the yeast mating and filamentation pathways(7). We generated plasmids containing wild-type

Ste?, Ste? S278C, Ste?-as1, and Ste?-asl S278C and transformed them into a Ste?A strain.

Next, we assessed the inhibition of Ste7 and Ste7 mutants using a plate-based mating assay

as shown in Figure 5.14. Inhibition of Ste? function would be expected to reduce the

formation of diploid yeast formation around the discs. However, as seen in Figure 5.15, we

did not see any appreciable difference in cell density around the discs for any of the

compounds tested, including the reversible PP1-based inhibitors. We also conducted mating

assays in liquid culture, as shown in Figure 5.16. Under these conditions we also saw no

inhibition of mating by any of the PD compounds. It is quite possible that the bioavailability

of these quinazoline-based inhibitors is not very good in S. cerevisiae. However, the fact that

the PP1-based analogs also had no activity in our assay suggests that the Ste? analog

sensitive strains may have a binding pocket that contains features that are incompatible with

specific inhibition by PP1 or quinazoline-based inhibitors.
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sº * Ste?-ast
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S- S
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S
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S
select for diploids

Figure 5.14: Plate mating assay to test for inhibition of Ste? or Ste? mutant function.
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2-NA-PD 1-NM-Pd

O O
O O

1-NA-PP1 1-NM-PP1

Figure 5.15: Results from plate mating assay to test for inhibition of Ste? or Ste7 mutant
function. In each case, 10 ML of a 10 mM solution was spotted on the discs.
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1. Mate MATo and MATa strains mated in liquid culture

in presence of DMSO, or PD compounds

2. Plated to selective media for diploids in 5-fold serial dilutions

1-NA-PD

t-butyl-PD
1-NA-PD

t-butyl-PD
-

Stey S278C Ste?-as■ S278C

Ste.7 Ste?-así

DMSO DMSO
phenyl-PD - O - phenyl-PD

1-NA-PD 1-NA-PD

t-butyl-PD t-butyl-PD

DMSO Q DMSO
phenyl-PD C phenyl-PD

C
C

Figure 5.16: Results from inhibition studies of yeast mating in liquid culture in strains
harboring Ste" and Ste? mutant kinases in the presence of DMSO or PD analogs.

We unsuccessfully attempted to express Ste 11 and Ste20 as GST fusion proteins in A.

coli. These two kinases are well known to be difficult to express as they contain multiple

domains that may not fold properly in non-native environments.

5.3 Conclusions

We have successfully engineered Fyn kinase to be sensitive to specific, orthogonal,

and covalent inhibition by a PD168393 analog. Studies to examine how general this mutation

will carry over to other kinases are ongoing. We are also actively trying to increase the

yields of our protein expression in order to explicitly demonstrate, through mass

spectrometric analysis, that our PD168393 analogs are indeed labelling the engineered Fyn

kinases at residue C349. Dr. Daniel Rauh is conducting studies to attach fluorophores and

other useful chemical handles to these molecules, which may eventually allow for the direct

visualization of kinase inhibition within the cell. We believe these reagents can be used to
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examine difficult questions in cell signaling, such as the percent occupancy of kinase active

sites by an inhibitor that is necessary to block propagation of a signal.

5.4 Materials and Methods

Chemical synthesis

PD168393 and related analogs were synthesized using procedures previously

described in the literature(8-10).

Plasmid construction

The Fyn-pGEX (GST-fusion) construct was originally made by Yi Liu in the Shokat

Lab. In order to make Fyn S349C, Fyn-as 1, and Fyn-as 1 S349C constructs, QuikChange

mutagenesis was performed. To make the S349C mutation, the primers used were: 5’-3’:

GAGCAAAGGATGTTTGCTTGAC, 3’-5’: GTCAAGCAAACATCCTTTGCTC. To make

Fyn-as 1 starting from either the wild-type or S349C plasmid, the primers used were: 5’-3’:

CATCGTCGGGGAGTAC, 3’-5’ GTACTCCCCGACGATG.

Fyn protein expression

Plasmids were transformed into BL21(DE3) E. coli cells and grown at 37° C in LB

Amp in a 50 mL culture until saturation. The saturated culture was diluted into 1 L of LB

Amp and grown to an ODoo of approximately 0.7 at 23° C. Cells were induced with 0.1 M

IPTG solution for 6 hours and then the cultures were put at 4°C overnight. Cells were

pelleted by spinning at 2500 RPM for 15 minutes and the pellets were frozen at —80° C. The

pellets were resuspended in buffer containing 50 mM Tris pH 8.0 and microfluidized for

approximately six passes on ice. The lysates were spun down at 15,000 RPM (JA-20) and

the lysis supernatant was incubated with hydrated glutathione beads (40 mg) on ice for 2
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hours. The beads were washed with buffer (25 mM Tris pH 8.0, 10 mM EDTA, 100 mM J

NaCl) three times, before re-equilibrating in 50 mM Tris pH 8.0. The bound purified protein c

was eluted with buffer containing 50 mM Tris pH 8.0 and 10 mM GSH.

ICso measurements

ICso values were calculated by conducting in vitro kinase assays under the following

conditions: 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mg/mL BSA, 100 p.m.

peptide substrate, 20 nM Y-"P-ATP, 100 p.M GSH. The reaction was initiated by addition of

hot ATP and allowed to proceed for 30 minutes. Reactions were spotted onto P81 filter discs

and quenched by addition of 10% acetic acid, followed by 3 washes with 0.5% phosphoric

acid. Discs were dried with acetone and subjected to scintillation counting. º, º,

Ste7strain and plasmid construction {

5. J

The Ste? deletion strain (YM1561) was obtained from the Madhani lab collection. The Ste? * -

(B2691) was obtained from the Madhani lab collection. The Ste?-as 1 plasmid (CEN-URA, sº cº

pRS316, BHM701) was constructed by Michelle Wu in the Madhani lab. The S278C º
*—”

*-

mutation was introduced into the Ste? and Ste?-as 1 plasmids by QuikChange mutagenesis º,

with the 5’-3’ primer GAATACTCTGATTGTGGTTGTTTAGATAAAATACTGTC and the -, *,
º

3’-5’ primer GACAGTATTTTATCTAAACAACCACAATCAGAGTATTC. The plasmids *S.
were transformed into the Ste? deletion strain and the resulting strains were kept under s
-URA selection conditions to maintain the plasmid. Mating assays were performed as Sº I

d.º.
described in the text.
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Figure A2: Halo assays for Ipl1-asl. 10 pil of a DMSO solution of inhibitor was spotted at

the indicated concentration. Plates were evaluated at 24 and 36 hours following incubation.
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Figure A4: Halo assays for Kin28-asl. 10 ML of a DMSO solution of inhibitor was spotted

at the indicated concentration. Plates were evaluated at 24 and 36 hours following

incubation.
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Cº.

Figure A6: Halo assays for Cdc15-asl. 10 ML of a DMSO solution of inhibitor was spotted º

at the indicated concentration. Plates were evaluated at 24 and 36 hours following º
incubation.
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Figure A7: Halo assays for Cdc15-asz. 10 ML of a DMSO solution of inhibitor was spotted

at the indicated concentration. Plates were evaluated at 24 and 36 hours following

incubation.
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Figure A8: Halo assays for Pkc1-asl. 10 ML of a DMSO solution of inhibitor was spotted at

the indicated concentration. Plates were evaluated at 36 hours following incubation. BnzO =

Benzyl-oxy-PP1, PhO = Phenoxy-PP1.
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